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Climate change will drastically redraw coastlines around the world threatening capital cities,
economic growth and livelihoods. Chronic locked-in tail risks from such coastal threats should
be factored into sovereign and corporate credit risk ratings as well as equity/project valuations,
but are yet to.
Central Banks around the world have formed a 68+ member strong coalition to prepare for such
systemic risks ahead. However, although chronic risks from sea level rise (SLR) are recognised,
there is still no consensus path forward regarding their assessment /valuation. Sadly, recent
grim polar news means facing multi-metre SLR is more imminent than we think. This will be dire
for the APAC region and we must get on top of this changing risk landscape and recalibrate
valuations.
This report thus provides an overview of the latest science-based research on sea level rise (SLR)
& storm surge and their tail risk implications for finance. The report also provides a summary of
the evolving financial landscape and how-to-build scenarios guide to assess coastal threats.
The report forms an integral part of the CWR Coastal Capital Threat Series which seeks to
explore and assess the absolute and relative tail risks from coastal threats for 20 APAC capitals
and key cities. We hope that it can help central banks, financial regulators and other financial
sector stakeholders to better prepare the region for capital threats and systemic shocks ahead.
About China Water Risk (CWR)
CWR is a non-profit think tank that aims to create a world where water and climate risks are
embedded in business & finance. Since its launch in 2011, it has worked from its Hong Kong
base to engage with global business and investment communities in understanding and
managing various types of water risks in China and across Asia. CWR’s collaborative reports
with financial institutions, IGOs, scientists as well as government related bodies have been
considered ground-breaking and instrumental in understanding Asia’s water challenges.
They have help inform better decision-making today for a water secure tomorrow. Join the
conversation at www.chinawaterrisk.org
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The CWR Coastal Capital Threat Series…
Climate change will drastically redraw coastlines threatening capital cities, economic growth and livelihoods in the Asia-Pacific
region (APAC). The CWR Coastal Capital Threat Series seeks to explore and assess the absolute and relative chronic tail risks
from coastal threats for 20 APAC capitals and key cities so that they can be factored into sovereign and corporate credit risk
ratings as well as equity/project valuations.
This series of reports includes 1) the development of the CWR APACCT 20 Index (CWR APAC Coastal Threat Index for 20
cities) that benchmarks cities for chronic risks presented by coastal threats of sea level rise (SLR) and storm surge as well
as government adaptation action; 2) factsheets for each of the 20 cities illustrating at-a-glance exposure for various climate
scenarios; 3) overviews of the latest science-based research on coastal threats and evolving financial regulatory landscape to
avoid systemic shocks triggered by climate change; 4) implications for sovereign risk ratings of the 14 APAC countries/territories;
and 5) recommendations for asset owners, asset managers and banks; central banks and regulators; and governments to
address and adjust for such locked-in chronic tail risks.
Over 100 finance professionals from chairs/directors of bank boards to research analysts as well as financial industry associations,
asset owners and financial regulators have provided feedback on the development of the index that underpins this series - we
thank them for their invaluable and continued input to our work. We would also like to thank regional climate scientists for their
guidance in helping us better understand coastal threats.
This series of reports represents our first attempt to unpack complex interlinked coastal water risks for the APAC region.
Although by no means perfect, this finance-driven and practical index can be used to re-assess tail risks and re-think long term
capital allocation decisions. We hope that it can help APAC governments, central banks and financial regulators better plan and
prepare the region for capital threats and systemic shocks ahead. Together, we can waterproof Asia to avoid a new Atlantis in a
changing climate.
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Why we are writing this report…
Grim polar news = our seas are rising faster than we think. Due to COVID-19’s dominance of the news cycle globally, we
may have missed the bad news leaking out of the Arctic and Antarctica throughout 2020. It’s grim – from Siberian wildfires, rapid
loss of Arctic Sea ice and permafrost thaw to observed rapid melt of ice sheets/glaciers in Greenland and Antarctica. Chunks of
ice are falling into the sea - as we are writing this report in September, a large chunk of ice broke away from Greenland’s largest
remaining ice shelf.1 Basically, our oceans and atmosphere are warming faster in polar regions, leading to accelerated melt and
collapse of ice sheets. These plus ocean thermal expansion are accelerating SLR. In short, our seas are rising faster than we
think giving us less time to protect hundreds of millions of lives and livelihoods from coastal threats.
Devastating multi-metre SLR of 2.9m could be an outlying plausible reality by 2100. IPCC’s high-end SLR estimate is only
1.1m by 2100 under its worst-case scenario RCP8.5, which so happens to be our current climate pathway. But our analyses and
research have led us to believe that there is an outlying chance that we will see multi-metre SLR by 2100. Our best-case 1.5°C
CWR APACCT 20 Index’s locked-in SLR of 2.9m expected beyond 2200 could now be an outlying plausible reality by 2100. Don’t
just take our word – Singapore is raising critical infrastructure by 5m to protect the island nation: 2m of SLR + 2m of tidal changes
+ 1m of buffer in case. In short, they are planning for an inundation of 3m. So is the IPCC wrong?
No, the IPCC is not wrong; it is just very conservative & can impede risk management. IPCC’s conservative bias may lead
you to miss a plausible multi-metre reality by 2100. Because the IPCC wants to be as accurate as possible, it shows consensus
estimates in the “likely range” (greater than a 66% probability) rather than the “very likely” range (greater than a 90% probability).
This means that a large chunk of estimates are “hidden” from the public. Surely, the “very likely” ranges are publicly available if
you read the actual research referenced but who’s going to comb through those? Yeah, no one. So we have summarised these
in “8 things you need to know about SLR” in this report including the differences between various sets of estimates. We have
also explained how to build SLR scenarios.
We have warmed by 1.1°C; reaching 1.5°C seventy years in advance of 2100 = earlier impacts. We have already warmed by
at least 1.1°C with a high of 1.2°C in 2016.2 Earlier this year the WMO warned of a 20% chance that one of the next five years
(2020-2024) will be at least 1.5°C warmer. The harsh reality is we will hit 1.5°C by 2030. Reaching 1.5°C seventy years ahead
of our original target of 2100 will no doubt bring forward SLR impacts. Get on top of this in “Fast & furious warming trigger
locked-in impacts now”.
Not only are we 70 years ahead of schedule, seas do not stop rising at 2100. We have to look at chronic risks beyond 2100
as we are locking them in today. Even at 1.5°C, the impacts are severe, let alone at our current path of 4°C. Impacts we “lock-in”
at various temperature tipping points have dire implications as can be seen in the infographics in the following pages. These
locked-in chronic risks create a permanent overhang that warrants a recalibration of tail risks across finance. While the
sector has acknowledged such risk impacts on all valuations, it lags in adjusting valuations/ratings to reflect rising risks from
coastal threats.
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Unaware of new risk landscape: many in finance are flying blind as latest science is not conveyed in “finance
speak”. The finance sector’s over-reliance on conservative IPCC estimates has led it to label chronic SLR risks with “it’s
not a big deal” and “plenty of time to deal with this” despite significant social & economic implications. How many working
in finance have come across a cryosphere scientist, let alone read one of the 527 papers titled with sea level rise published
annually between 2009 and 2018? We hope to bridge this gap in this report, to help the sector get on top of this changing
risk landscape and recalibrate valuations to avoid systemic shocks ahead. These risks are not going away; they are only
rising. 1m makes a difference – at 1m of SLR, 80 airports around the world are underwater.3
Top cryosphere scientists warn of SLR of 10m+ once we pass temperature tipping points: “should we exceed them,
result in processes that cannot be halted unless temperatures return to levels below pre-industrial. To put it most bluntly,
only a new “Little Ice Age” may re-establish some of today’s mountain glaciers and their reliable water resources for
millions of people; or halt melting polar ice sheets that, once started, irrevocably would set the world on course to an
ultimate sea-level rise of between 4-10 meters or more.” Too doom and gloom? Well, the last time our world faced
similar warming (0.5°C-1°C), our seas were 6m–9.3m higher.4; 18
Don’t let COVID-19 distract you; mispriced risks & climate complacency are leading us to lock-in 25m+ of SLR. Yes,
COVID-19 did lower emissions but in the grand scheme of things, we will need a decade of COVID5 if we are to reach 1.5°C
to 2100 instead of the new timeline of 20306. In April this year, record global CO2 concentrations were recorded at 416
parts per million, the highest since measurements began in 1958.7 The last time we were at 400+ppm was in the Pliocene;
sea levels were 25m higher – this too was in the 2019 IPCC Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing
Climate report (IPCC-SROCC), but no one has time to read it. Ignoring this means we continue with our heavy carbon diet,
sending us headlong into this guaranteed future. We must try our best to stay at 1.5°C when we reach it in 2030 and within
2°C by 2100 – see “Need-to-know to survive existential threats from rising seas”.
We must start assessing and factoring these tail risks now if we are to avoid an Atlantean future. Carbon neutrality
pledges by some of the EU, China and banks are promising. If all these additional pledges are met, we will be at around
2.5°C by 2100; but saying is not the same as doing.8 To facilitate and to ensure we stay on track, chronic tail risks need
to be factored in. This will not only enable governments as well as the financial sector to: 1) Start adapting for locked-in
impacts for 1.5°C with realistic scenario planning and 2) Fast-track decarbonisation to steer us away from 4°C of warming.
Both are urgent and need to be done concurrently if we are to avoid Atlantis.
Don’t panic! We have curated the “greatest hits” of everything you need to know to help recalibrate risks. This
includes what central banks are doing with regards to accounting for climate risks as well as an overview of SLR and
related storm surge and subsidence risks (SLR exacerbates the impact of storm surges and land subsidence accelerates
inundation). Given changing regulatory and physical risk landscape, we have also included a section on how to build SLR
& storm surge scenarios to assess what’s at risk. Read on – it’s time to protect millions – even bankers can be heroes.

IRREVERSIBLE MELT HAS ALREADY STARTED – 8m SLR ALREADY TRIGGERED
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Source: CWR; WMO (2020); IPCC Special Report 2018; Bamber et al. (2019); Kopp et al. (2017); International Cryosphere Climate Initiative report (2015) -Thresholds
and Closing Windows: Risks of Irreversible Cryosphere Climate Change; Rignot Expert Opinion (2018); IPCC-SROCC (2019); DeConto & Pollard (2016)
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Changing risk landscapes…
Coastal threats could trigger systemic shocks in finance…
BEWARE of clustered exposure – just 20 APAC cities drive US$5.7trn of GDP + around a quarter of global trade volumes
– they are coastal and at risk. The 20 cities included in our CWR APACCT 20 Index are home to 207 million people and account
for US$5.7trillion GDP or over a fifth of the GDP of the 14 countries/territories they are located in. These 20 cities are also global
trade and finance hubs – the ports in the 20 cities handled 26% of world marine cargo volume and the airports handled 23% of
air cargo volume in 2018.9 Their seven stock exchanges accounted for US$29trn of equity trading value in 2019 – this is 1.8x the
trading value of the Nasdaq, the largest stock exchange in terms of trading value globally last year.9 All these are at risk – exposed
to growing coastal threats of SLR as well as storm surges for those in the path of typhoons/tropical cyclones/hurricanes.
SLR’s ability to strand assets worth trillions = warrants fundamental adjustments in finance. SLR will redraw APAC
coastlines stranding assets worth trillions of dollars – financial exposure is significant. As can be seen from the graphic below the
20 cities in our index account for 22% of GDP of their 14 countries/ territories.9
The 20 cities also account for a sizeable share of their respective country/territory’s GDP. Our analyses show that this is
100% in the case of Hong Kong & Singapore. In the case of Japan, the three cities in our index (Tokyo, Aichi/Nagoya & Osaka)
accounted for a third of Japan’s GDP. Capitals Sydney and Seoul account for around a quarter of their national GDP. Meanwhile,
for mainland China, economic powerhouses Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Tianjin and Suzhou account for 13% of its GDP.9
These shares are shown in the charts below but for GDP shares of all 20 cities please see our other report “Sovereigns at Risk:
APAC Capital Threats” – they are significant from 25% (Taipei & Yangon) to 38% (Auckland & Manila).9

APACCT 20 INDEX

20 APAC CAPITALS & CITIES DRIVE 22% OF GDP OF 14 COUNTRIES/TERRITORIES

US$5.7 trn

US$19.7 trn

Source: CWR, World Bank 2018 GDP data, Individual government sources
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

SIGNIFICANT % OF COUNTRY/TERRITORY GDP GENERATED BY APAC CITIES
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Source: CWR, World Bank 2018 GDP data, Individual government sources
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Other
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…and finance is evolving to adapt to new risk landscape
NGFS acknowledges the transmission of environmental risks to financial risks and is trying to account for acute and
chronic risks ahead. A group of now 68+ central banks and supervisors under the Network for Greening the Financial System
(NGFS) has recognised that physical climate risks have micro and macroeconomic impacts that translate into credit, market,
underwriting, operational and liquidity risk for all financial institutions (FI).10 With regards to coastal threats, they fall into two distinct
but interlinked types of physical risks described below. For more on examples of environmental risks transmitted to FI financial risks
and what regulators are doing see Section 3 – “There’s no escape! Regulators lead structural changes in finance”.
• Acute – these are event-driven risks. Storm surge risks accompanying typhoons/storms/hurricanes fall into this category.
As a recent report by the NGFS on environmental risk analysis (ERA) noted historically acute impacts “were considered
transient but this will change with increased global warming”. They warned that “these events can increase underwriting risks
for insurers and impart asset values”.10
• Chronic – these are underlying risks. SLR and subsidence fall into this category. The NGFS warns that chronic impacts will
affect capital productivity and require “a significant level of investment and adaptation from companies, households and
governments.” 10
But so far only acute risks are being assessed; it’s a near blank slate for chronic risks. The financial sector has prioritised
carbon transition risk scenarios so far. While some have factored in acute (event-driven) storm surge risks, most have not
explored the downside risk of locked-in chronic SLR scenarios. While Moody’s and S&P have acknowledged such chronic SLR
risks, they have yet to factor them into their credit ratings. The recent report by NGFS classified SLR as a chronic risk with the
potential to impact the financial sector but no examples of such risk assessments made it into the main report as per the table
below.10 There were however, plenty for acute risks per the table below.10
Grim polar news demand faster response from the financial sector. This blank slate is especially worrying given grim polar
news which will accelerate the impact timeline of multi-metre SLR. The financial sector thus needs to shift its SLR attitudes from
“not a big deal” and “plenty of time to deal with this”. It’s time to prioritise coastal threats – we must find the baseline exposure
of loan books, credit & equity portfolios to imminent chronic risks now so that we can spread this risk in time to avoid
financial systems collapse.

EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS TRANSMITTED
TO FI FINANCIAL RISKS
Financial Risks
for FIs

Environmental risks
Physical Risks

Extreme
weather events

Market Risk

Credit Risk

Liquidity Risk

Other risks

➊

➊
➋

➋

➊
➋

Sub-categories
Tropical cyclones/Typhoons
Floods
Winter storms
Heat waves

➌
➍
➎

Droughts
Wildfires
Ecosystems pollutions

➌

Hailstorms
Soil degradation and pollution

➏

Water pollution
Marine pollution
Environmental accidents

➐

➐

➐

Sea-level rise

Water scarcity

BLANK SLATE

Deforestation

Desertification

Transition Risks

Public policy change

Sub-categories
Energy transition policies

➑

➑

➒

➒

➓

➓

Pollution control regulation
Technological changes

Polices on resource conservation
Clean energy technologies
Energy saving technologies
Clean transportation
Other green technologies

Shifting sentiment

➓

Disruptive business model

Note: Examples of other risks include operational risk, legal risk, underwriting risk and liability risk.
Note the above is Table 2 of the NGFS report “Overview of Environmental Risk Analysis by Financial Institutions” September 2020
Sources: adapted from G20 Green Finance Study Group (2017); NGFS (2019a); Ma et al (2018); CICERO (2017); Caldecott et al.
(2013); EIOPA (2019).
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We can no longer afford to ignore chronic risks
Impacts from chronic SLR tail risks can be severe…
Combination of “too complex” + “not a big deal” + “have a long time to deal with this” + “let’s focus on carbon transition
risks” has led to complacency in assessing chronic risks despite NGFS acknowledgment. Unfortunately, this means that
a huge chunk of risks are unaccounted for. The sector has favoured the assessment of carbon transition risks which are less
complicated; but assessing one set of risks and not the other provides an incomplete picture of the risk landscape leading to
wrong investment decisions. As can be seen from the chart below, even at 1.5°C, there is much at stake – we will likely lock-in
this scenario by 2030, if not earlier by 2025.
Understanding our changing physical risk landscape is paramount to our survival. We must understand coastal threats we
will face if we are to properly assess and account for these risks – what do temperature trigger points of 1.5°C, 2°C, 3°C and
4°C mean for our planet? Risks clearly rise exponentially as temperatures rise. Once we reach these trigger points, we will be on
a path of worrying irreversible catastrophic trends. This includes locking-in multi-metre SLR – for more detail on these coastal
threats please see Section 2 – “Need-to-know to survive existential threats from rising seas”.
Scenario planning is key to managing risks. Knowing the worst-case scenario of what we are up against will help us prepare
and adapt to survive and to avoid accidentally locking-in an Atlantean future. Reaching 1.5°C seventy years in advance means
that we have to start recalibrating valuations for these chronic tail risks now.6 With the help of 100+ finance experts from bank
boards to asset owners, we benchmarked coastal threats for 20 APAC cities in the CWR APACCT 20 Index.
Our analyses show that 1.5ºC impacts are already material for each of the 20 APAC cities, let alone at 4ºC:
• 1.5°C (best-case) = APAC coastlines redefined + up to 28mn people displaced. We will likely be at 1.5°C by 2030 if not
sooner 2025. This means we will lock-in 2.9m of SLR (range: 1.6m-4.2m) – land area equivalent to 22 Singapores will be lost
along with 20/23 ports & 12/25 airports;11 and
• 4°C (current climate path) = 100mn residents displaced + land area equivalent to 59 Singapores submerged. We are
currently guaranteeing 8.9m (range: 6.9m-10.8m) of SLR – this will be dire as around half the population of the 20 cities will
be displaced; all ports & 23/25 airports submerged.11

APACCT 20 INDEX

LOCKED-IN SLR IMPACTS AT 1.5ºC, 2ºC, 3ºC & 4ºC FOR 20 APAC CITIES
14%

16%

13%

11%

7%

6%

15%

10%

48%

20%

4%

20%

87%
1.5ºC

2ºC

4%
3ºC

9%

4ºC

Source: CWR report “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”, 2020
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Don’t assume governments are acting; our analyses find that some are not doing as much as they can. As the chart above
shows there’s clearly a lot at stake but no-sense climate strategies pervade – for more on what’s at risk in the economies of these
20 cities and to find out what government are/are not doing to protect their cities, please see “Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital
Threats”. As coastal threats are only rising the valuation gap will only widen if risks are left unattended. This will perpetuate the
negative finance feedback loop which will send us headlong into a dire 5°C Atlantean future by 2100.
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Mispriced & clustered chronic risks can accelerate financial collapse
The bad news:
• All risks are severely undervalued as we are mis-pricing risks on multiple fronts: 1) Chronic risks from rapid SLR &
subsidence are not accounted for – this was previously negligible but no longer as we will see multi-metre SLR sooner than
we think in some APAC capitals by 2050; 2) Acute storm surge risks “sit on top of chronic risks” so all acute risks are also
mispriced if SLR risks are ignored – a 5m storm tide could become a 6-8m storm tide if SLR is included; 3) Valuation gaps for
both mispriced chronic & acute risks widen with time as magnitudes of SLR & storm risks are predicted to rise with time; and
4) Acute storm surge risks will eventually turn into chronic risks – when storms occur annually they will no longer be treated
as acute but chronic risks as insurers will no longer provide cover. Also, when multi-metre SLR pervades, even a small storm
will be a big deal. In short, all vulnerable coastal assets are overvalued.
• Coastal threats are geo-locational risks with a tendency to cluster; this compounds undervaluation risks. Coastal
threats are locational risks, so it is not uncommon to find a clustering of such risks in key capitals and cities that are
exposed. Financial capital is thus likely to be clustered in these hotspots, yet banks do not appear to have adjusted their
credit analysis to take into account such clustered chronic risks. Clustering of economic activity is particularly prevalent in
APAC – as can be seen from the impacts on the previous page, sector spread of risks will not matter as SLR risks are sector
agnostic.
• Are capital adequacy ratios enough? Given that both acute and chronic risks are likely mispriced plus significant clustered
risks ignored, banks’ provisioning for shocks on our current climate path may not be enough. So either the tolerance for
losses will have to increase along with capital adequacy ratios or the finance sector will have to start changing its capital
allocations to spread risks. The irony is that in properly mapping exposure to SLR risks, banks will likely fast track their
divestment of carbon-intensive industries to deliver a more manageable 2°C pathway. The fact that clustered chronic
risks are ignored means that 1) valuations gaps will continue to widen and 2) negative feedback loops will perpetuate
– both add risks for banks. See Section 3: “There’s no escape! Regulators lead structural changes in finance”.
The good news & the next steps:
• Current models work, new valuation methods need not be invented – but we’re not using them properly to value
chronic tail risks. The assumption of infinite going concern is a concept that underpins all financial valuation models.
Locked-in SLR chronic risks clearly create a permanent overhang that impairs a city/business/asset’s ability to generate
revenue – it cuts short their lifespans. Technically, a discount should be applied – the earlier/greater the SLR impacts
the greater the discount. Chronic coastal tail risks create a permanent overhang that warrants fundamental adjustments
across financial valuations – this includes discount rates, terminal value in valuation models and sovereign credit ratings.
• We must revalue: Freehold vs leasehold – leasehold is worth less duh! For perspective, this SLR overhang is like
switching an asset from a freehold to leasehold agreement – clearly all else being equal the leasehold asset would not justify
the same valuation as at its previous freehold status. The closer you get to the “expiry” of your lease, the lower the valuation.
Applying this concept, all project/equity/credit/ sovereign credit ratings and valuations will face downward adjustments
unless governments/corporates take action to protect their assets through adaptation, in addition to significant collective
decarbonisation action.
• Central banks must act as bank blind spots over mispriced & clustered risks can trigger systemic failure. The
allocation of the entire finance industry of a country will likely be skewed towards capital cities and economic hubs and
since banks are currently not mapping such risks, central banks and regulators cannot implement prudent protection for
their depositors. The cost of inaction on this front is unthinkable and central banks will move to protect savings and
bring about structural change to adapt to the new risk landscape.
• Use the 1.5°C and 4°C CWR APACCT 20 Indices to help you benchmark risks across 20 cities + we also show you
how to build SLR + storm tide scenarios for hotspots. To kickstart the valuation and benchmarking of coastal threats, we
sought input from 100+ finance experts from bank boards to asset owners to build consensus which resulted in the CWR
APACCT 20 Index. So please do use it to help gauge risk spread and your portfolio exposure to coastal threats in APAC. For
city rankings and methodology for the 1.5°C and 4°C CWR APACCT 20 Indices please see “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR
APACCT 20 Index”. For at-a-glance coastal threat assessments for each city and mapping visuals at 1.5°C and 4°C, please
refer to “CWR APACCT 20 Index City Factsheets”. For more in-depth analysis of clustered risk hotspots, we show you
how to build scenarios in Section 4 – “How to build scenarios for SLR tail risks & event-driven storm tides”.
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Fast & furious warming trigger locked-in
impacts now
At 4°C, population
displaced is 3.6x that at
1.5°C for 20 APAC cities

Risks increase as temperatures rise. According to the CWR APACCT 20 Index, SLR risks rise

exponentially at 4°C and the population displaced is 3.6x that at 1.5°C for the 20 APAC cities.

For each city in the index, we analysed impacts of the four climate scenarios at the median level
of locked-in SLR on 1) city land area; 2) urban population; 3) ports; 4) airports; 5) CBD and 6)

Stock Exchanges (if any). The results show clearly that the cities are significantly exposed to
these tail risks. The chart below shows the impact on population across the cities whereas an

overview of stacked risks for APAC exposure across all these indicators can be found in “APAC
20 SLR Stranded Assets Snapshot for 1.5°C, 2°C, 3°C and 4°C” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The
CWR APACCT 20 Index”, another report in the CWR Coastal Capital Threat Series.

Impacts of locked-in
SLR for 4 climate
scenarios analysed for:
1) city land area;
2) urban population;
3) ports;
4) airports;
5) CBD; and
6) Stock Exchanges
… for each city in
our index

APACCT 20 INDEX

POPULATION AFFECTED BY LOCKED-IN SLR IN 20 APAC CITIES
100%

75%

50%

25%

0%

1.5ºC

2ºC

3ºC

4ºC

Source: CWR, World Bank 2018 GDP data, Individual government sources
Infographic ©China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

How we are faring at
reining in emissions?
Has COVID-19 made a
difference?... read on

Evidently even a degree of temperature rise may not sound like a lot but makes a marked

difference – so it is important to understand exactly where we are on warming. How we are
faring at reining in emissions? Are we on track to meet the Paris Agreement? How much have
we warmed by already? Has COVID-19 made a difference? Are these projections even right?
We cover them all next …
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Paris target of 1.5°C brought forward by 70 years
We are already at 1.1°C-1.2°C and likely to hit 1.5°C as early as 2030. According to the WMO
in January 2020, global temperatures are now at least 1.1°C above the pre-industrial period and
reached as high as 1.2°C in 2016.2 In addition in July 2020, the WMO warned of a 20% chance
that one of the next five years (2020-2024) will be at least 1.5°C warmer.12 At this rate, the IPCC
has warned that we could reach 1.5°C of warming by as early as 20306 – this means that we will
lock-in an estimated range of 1.6m to 4.2m of SLR (median = 2.9m)13. For just 20 capitals and
cities in the CWR APACCT 20 Index, 28 million people will be displaced as 15,006km2 of land
(equivalent to the land area of 22 Singapores) will be permanently submerged.11
Paris Agreement target was 2°C; ideally 1.5°C but pledges still fall short. To avoid the
potential detrimental consequences of a warming planet the Paris Agreement in 2015 aimed
to ensure we stay within 1.5°C-2°C of global warming by 2100 compared to the pre-industrial
period. However, pledges made under the Paris Agreement fall short.14 Even if we meet all
unconditional Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) under the Paris Agreement, we
are still on course for 3.2°C (range: 3.0ºC–3.5°C); and if we meet all the unconditional and
conditional NDC’s we are still looking at 3°C (range: 2.8°C to 3.3°C).14 If we do nothing, we
are looking at over 4.5°C of warming by 2100. The UNEP Emissions Gap Report 2019 has us
heading for a rise in temperatures by at least 3.5°C by 2100, given our current policy path.14
These emission-temperature pathways are shown in the chart below.

One in five chance of
reaching 1.5°C in next
5 years…
…locking-in 2.9m SLR
impacts 28mn people as
land equivalent to 22
Singapores will be sunk

Paris NDCs (conditional
& unconditional) get us
to 3°C at best…

Ambitions need to be 5.8x that of Paris Agreement for 1.5°C by 2100. It is clear from the
chart below that aggressive action needs to be taken if we are to reach the intended targets.
Emission reduction ambitions need to be 3.2x that of the Paris Agreement to steer us back to
2°C and 5.8x ambitions for 1.5°C.14

Ambitions need to be
3.2x for 2°C &
5.8x for 1.5°C…

Carbon neutrality pledges could bring ~2.5°C but saying is not doing. Whilst some of the
EU and China (plus more) have made carbon neutrality pledges, they won’t help avoid 1.5°C by
2030. However, they may steer us to ~2.5°C by 2100; China’s 2060 pledge alone accounts for
0.2°C-0.3°C of the reduction.8 But saying is not the same as doing plus the U.S., which is the
world’s second largest carbon emitter, has pulled out of the Paris Agreement.8 Pledges should
ideally meet at least 2°C target to provide buffer as some countries are also not meeting their
Paris pledges so far.

New carbon neutrality
pledges will not get us
to 1.5°C but 2.5°C at
best…
…but saying is not
doing + U.S. is not part
of the Paris Agreement

NOT ON TRACK TO MEET PARIS AGREEMENT TARGET OF 2°C
DESPITE CARBON NEUTRALITY PLEDGES
Global GHG emissions
Unit: GtCO2e
70
65

Do nothing

+4.5 ° C

60

Current policy

+3.5 ° C

Fulfill unconditional NDCs
Fulfill all NDCs

+3.2 ° C
+3.0 ° C

New carbon neutrality pledges

~2.5 ° C

55
50
45
40

3.2x

2015: Paris
Agreement adopted

Below 2°C
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+>2° C

35
30

5.8x

25
20

Below 1.5°C
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Source: CWR; UN Emissions Gap Reports (2015-2019); Carbon Brief

2030F

ambitious

+>1.5 ° C
2100F median
Temperature Rise

Infographic ©China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Latest science points to 3°C to 5°C!
COVID-19 provides
relief but not enough…
…CO2 concentrations
were at record high in
May 2020, so we are
still heading for 4°C

The science is right, 14
out of 17 models
correctly predicted
warming

We are on track for 3°C-5°C, unless COVID-19 persists for a decade. Our global greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions have been rising – in April (in midst of the global pandemic lockdown)
record CO2 concentrations of 416ppm were logged.7 This is the highest since measurements
began in 1958. So, although there has been some relief in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic,
carbon emissions are only expected to fall 4%-7% for the entire year.5 Experts warn that such
cuts will need to last through to 2030 to steer the world back on track for 1.5°C.5 Since no one
wants a decade of COVID-19 and with economies opening back up, it is likely that we are still
heading for 4°C by 2100 (range: 3°C-5°C as per the WMO).2
Too far-fetched? The science is correct: 50-year projections from 70s proven right.
According to a paper published in Geophysical Research Letter in 2019, almost every peerreviewed climate model of human-caused global temperature rise dating back to 1970 lines up
with the warming we see today.15 Out of the 17 models analysed by the authors, 14 correctly
predicted how much the earth would warm based on how much CO2 was in the atmosphere.
The chart below shows the climate model used in the IPCC 4th Assessment Report in 2007
(IPCC-AR4) – the shaded blue area represents the range of temperature projections whereas the
mean is represented by the black line. Comparing this approximately 20-year trend prediction
(2000-2019) to what actually happened – represented by the red line – you can see how close
the model was to reality:
Forecast evaluation for models run in 2004

Model projections
track reality…

This clearly debunks climate
deniers’ claims that climate
models are unreliable &
inaccurate.
Climate science can improve
but projections of the
causal relationship between
emissions and temperatures
have been in the right
ballpark so far.

We should worry about
underestimating
impacts…
…not overestimating
them

New science signals that we may have under-estimated warming worst-case scenarios
– it could be as high as 5°C+. Although we have reliably predicted the causal relationship
between emissions and temperatures (as shown above), new research models show that the
worst-case scenario may not go far enough. By including the impact of clouds, a doubling in
CO2 concentration compared to the pre-industrial period could bring 5°C+ of global warming
by 2100 on the high side instead of the previously expected 3°C as the climate is substantially
more sensitive to carbon emissions than previously believed.16 So instead of worrying about
overestimating the impacts, we should actually be worried about under-estimating them. This
also holds true for SLR projections – more on this in the next section in “8 things you must
know about SLR”
“The average global temperature has risen by about 1.1°C since the pre-industrial era and ocean
heat content is at a record level. On the current path of carbon dioxide emissions, we are heading
towards a temperature increase of 3 to 5 degrees Celsius by the end of century.”
WMO Secretary-General Petteri Taalas
January 2020
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RCP8.5 is the new base case. Given that we are most likely heading to 3°C to 5°C, we have
been recommending that RCP8.5 (IPCC’s worst-case scenario) be used as the base case.
Indeed, almost 70% of finance experts we surveyed said that the base case “highest probability”
for global warming by 2100 compared to the pre-industrial period will reach 3°C to 4°C.11 New
research in 2020 consolidates the view that RCP8.5 tracks our emissions.87 Therefore, in this
report, when referring to a RCP scenario, it is RCP8.5 (unless otherwise stated) as we are
treating this as the base case. Note that we have used 4°C as the base case for our index.

New 2020 research
says RCP8.5 tracks our
emissions…

But if RCP8.5 is now the new base case, what’s the worst-case? We cannot properly assess
risks without a worst-case scenario. There have been thousands of papers published recently
on the accelerated impacts of warming – many are ground-breaking and are yet to be included
in the latest IPCC SLR projections. They are however significant and we have summarised
them next so you can decide for yourself whether or not to factor them into your risk scenarios.
Also see how to build worst-case scenarios in “How to build scenarios for SLR tail risks &
event-driven storm tides” in Section 4.

For worst-case
scenarios – see how to
build these in Section 4

…so in this report when
referring to a RCP
scenario, it is RCP8.5

No “undo” for impacts that warming will trigger
Need to look beyond 2100 as there is no “undo” function for locked-in SLR – impacts
will certainly happen; the question is when. Risks rise as temperatures rise and negative
feedback loops kick in. There are tipping points at various temperatures as scientists warned
back in 2015. Since then there has been ample research published supporting this:

Risks rise with
temperatures & negative
feedback loops kick in

“Some portions of the ancient and massive ice sheets covering Antarctica and Greenland,
together holding over 60m (200 ft) of sea-level rise, may have begun irreversible melting already
at today’s temperatures. This risk becomes more certain as temperatures rise, especially if
maintained over time, even at levels 1.5–2.5°C.”
Leading cryosphere scientists
International Cryosphere Climate Imitative Report 2015

Reaching 1.5°C 70 years in advance by 2030 means we have a decade to make a difference.
We are in hot water – it’s now or never to do something. There is a race against time – our
inability to rein in emissions has grave implications for natural and financial systems. Favouring
carbon transition risk scenarios over chronic impact scenarios keeps us blind to this future:

Scientists warn of
tipping points at various
temperatures – so know
them

“once started, irrevocably would set the world on course to an ultimate sea -level rise of between
4-10 meters or more … the windows to prevent some of these changes may close during the
2020–2030 commitment period… After 2030, changing the course of our global climate and
therefore, future human history becomes far more difficult”.
Leading cryosphere scientists
International Cryosphere Climate Imitative Report 2015

“We are in a race against time — and we are losing. With each passing year, it becomes clearer
just how far behind we’ve fallen, how fast the situation is deteriorating, and how tragic the results
can be.”

It’s now or never to do
something – there is a
race against time…

Reaching 1.5°C 70 years in advance + on track for 4°C = brings forward SLR by a few
hundred years. We may have inadvertently brought forward 1.5°C locked-in SLR of 2.9m. This
may well become a plausible reality a few hundred years earlier by 2100. Too doom and gloom?
Well, the last time our world was 0.5°C to 1°C warmer during the Last Interglacial (LIG)
period, our seas were 6m–9.3m higher than they are today.4;17;18 The last time our world was
at 416 ppm was in the Pliocene when seas were as high as 25m.18

Bringing forward 1.5°C
by 70 years = impacts
also brought forward

So get on top of worst-case SLR scenarios and “plausible SLR highs” due to accelerated
polar melt as well as temperature tipping points in “8 things you must know about SLR” in the
next section. However, if you would like to use our index to asses these risks – please see “How
to use the CWR APACCT 20 Index for worst-case benchmarking” in “Avoiding Atlantis:
The CWR APACCT 20 Index”. Now that you are all caught up with the latest likely carbon
trajectories, onward to their impact on coastal cities next.

So know your SLR
estimates … 2.9m may
be a plausible reality by
2100

Michael Bloomberg, June 2019
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Need-to-know to survive
Existential threats from rising seas
Section 2
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Need-to-know to survive existential threats
from rising seas
To survive such imminent and existential coastal threats, we must start preparing for

Risks are interlinked:

& Subsidence. They are interlinked: SLR exacerbates the impact of storm surges and land

surge impacts + land

them now. In this section, we cover the three key S’s of coastal threats: SLR, Storm surges
subsidence accelerates inundation and thus magnifies both SLR and storm surge impacts.
These 3S’s are difficult to understand and assess on their own; and their interlinked nature lends
further complexity. The magnitude of their individual and collective impacts across APAC brings

SLR exacerbates storm
subsidence accelerates
inundation

existential risks.

As mentioned earlier, these manifest in two different types of risks for the financial
industry:

1. Acute event-driven storm surges which can be assessed by scenario analysis – here both
SLR and subsidence will also have to be factored in depending on the time horizon of the

assessment. However, as storms become more frequent and intense and super typhoons
become yearly events, these acute risks will morph into chronic risks; and

2. Chronic tail risks due to a changed landscape from permanent inundation by SLR magnified

and accelerated by subsidence. That said, subsidence can be halted but SLR is near

impossible – our seas will continue to rise beyond 2100 and this “locked-in SLR” process
is unstoppable without the onset of another Little Ice Age.

These create a “permanent overhang” that warrants a recalibration of tail risks in finance,

yet many do not understand the magnitude of risks associated with SLR. We have therefore
devoted a large part of this section to issues around our rising seas in “8 things you must know

about SLR”. SLR risks are often under-appreciated and are typically pushed to the back of
the queue because we believe that “it’s not a big deal” and that there is “plenty of time to deal

with this”. But it is a big deal and it’s happening sooner than we think so it’s time to change this
mindset.

Event-driven acute risks
will eventually morph
into chronic risks

Our seas will continue to
rise beyond 2100 due to
locked-in SLR

Not accounting for

permanent overhang =
SLR risks undervalued

…but they are big +

happening sooner so
don’t be blindsided!

Our planet is already structurally changing so don’t be blindsided! Our financial systems,
although having recognised the need for structural change, is playing catch up. Don’t be
blindsided, read this section and once you are convinced of the risks and are rearing to build

scenarios, check out “How to assess what’s at risk” in Section 4 where we discuss scenario
building for both SLR and storm surge in greater detail.

Warning – shocking facts ahead but you need to know these to survive. Before we dive into
rising seas, a word of caution, facts in the next section can be shocking and depressing, but like

a good horror movie, you will feel compelled to read on – enjoy wading through coastal threats!

To survive – get on top
of shocking facts next
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8

Things you must know about

SLR
1.

2.

3.

4

5.

6.
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Vanishing ice from Switzerland to Himalayas
= SLR + freshwater threats
Our oceans are taking the heat
= steric SLR + oxygen production at risk
Greenland & Antarctica melting 6x faster
= rapid SLR from MISI & MICI
Know key tipping points to
avoid locking-in 10m+ of SLR
On the brink!

Scary feedback loops! Arctic ice loss + permafrost thaw
= rapid SLR
IPCC SLR estimates are conservative
= get on top of latest projections!
not rise evenly
= APAC SLR is higher than global average

7.

SLR does

8.

SLR +

storm surge & subsidence
= exacerbate risks + bring forward impacts

There has been a lot of grim news on SLR lately – from ocean warming to accelerating glacial
melt in the mountains as well as ice sheet melt in the poles. Many of us may have heard of the
unusually warm temperatures in Siberia and Antarctica but what does this mean for our seas?
Will they rise faster? Has the IPCC taken this into account already, if so what kind of SLR levels
are we looking at? Has governments adapting to SLR taken new estimates into account? Many
questions, which we will address in this section.

We’ve unpacked a lot of
grim news for you in this
section…

Here, we have summarised the latest science relevant to our rising oceans and unpack the
interlinked threats. Did you know that in the last decade (2009-2018) there were on average
527 papers published annually with sea level rise in their title? Beyond rising seas, there are also
grave implications for our freshwater resources from saltwater intrusion, marine biodiversity as
well as ocean currents which dictate climate and weather patterns. We explore all this in-depth
later, but to be honest, it doesn’t look good.

We’ve just focused on
our rising seas, not
beyond…

Yet, there are still gaps in science – we simply do not know exactly how our planet, in
particular polar regions will respond to global warming. But we do know enough to recognise
that when it comes to dealing with SLR threats, there are temperature tipping points we must
not cross. We did not randomly set warming targets at 1.5°C-2°C; there are reasons. Given that
we are dangerously close to reaching 1.5°C, there is less time than you think to drive global
decarbonisation and adaptation solutions.

Uncertainties pervade
exact response of ice
but know enough NOT
to cross temperature
tipping points

Our aim here is thus to provide you with the big picture of SLR to avoid inadvertently
triggering these tipping points and to arm you with the knowledge to set realistic worst-case
scenarios. We hope you will come away informed of the interconnectivity as well as the cause
and effect of our actions of business-as-usual or our inaction regarding decarbonisation. Our
decisions today matter tomorrow – “deep uncertainties” presented by feedback loops will
certainly lock-in unsurvivable SLR that will materially redraw our coastlines and sink coastal
capitals and cities.

Don’t accidentally
trigger these!
Our decisions today
matter tomorrow

At our current path of 4°C, the CWR APACCT 20 Index, which analyses the impact of coastal
threats shows that over 100mn people will lose their homes across 20 cities in APAC; the 20
cities will lose all their ports and almost all their airports to SLR.11 Also, these cities account for
a sizeable share of their respective country/territory’s GDP – around 25% (Sydney, Seoul, Taipei
& Yangon), 38% (Auckland & Manila) to 100% (Hong Kong, Macao & Singapore).9

There’s much at stake
at 4°C…lots of GDP,
ports & airports – all
affected

There is clearly much at stake & to avoid Atlantis we must know what is driving SLR.
Future SLR is mainly due to glacier and ice sheet melt, thermal expansion as well as land water
storages. Here, we cover key drivers in 8 things you must know about SLR…

Here are 8 must knows
about SLR….

…it doesn’t look good

1. Vanishing ice from Switzerland to Himalayas = SLR + freshwater threats
Glacial melt from our mountains/land eventually end up flowing into the ocean contributing
to SLR. Mountain glaciers already face accelerated glacial melt as many mountain regions
are already warmer, but beyond SLR, they also bring threats to our freshwater:
• Swiss Alps: Glaciers in Switzerland have shrunk by 10% over the past 5 years – this rate
of decline has not been observed for more than a century.19 In the last hundred years,
temperatures in the Alps have increased by nearly 2°C - almost 2x the global average this trend is set to continue. At this rate, the eastern Alps, and large parts of the western
Alps, will be completely free of ice in less than 100 years.20 The Swiss Alps’s rivers, lakes
and glaciers provide a natural storage mechanism and are Europe’s ‘water tower’. Every
year, Alpine rivers convey on average 216 km³ of water to the nearby regions feeding key
European rivers such as the Danube, Rhine, Po and Rhone.20 In some seasons, the Alps
provide up to 90% of water to lowland Europe, in particular to arid areas in summer.20
Another interlinking risk is energy security – Switzerland relies on hydroelectric power for
50% of its energy supply, and much of this is sourced from glacial meltwaters provided
by the Swiss Alps.21

Mountain glaciers all
over the world are
melting…
…Meltwater not only
contributes to SLR but
also provide water
to millions of people in
Europe, Americas
& Asia

• The Rockies: Over in the Rocky Mountains in North America, declining snowfall and
drought have led to reduced flows in the Colorado River for much of the last two
decades22 yet nearly 40 million Americans rely on the Colorado River system for drinking
water and to support livelihoods ranging from farming to recreation23. In 2019, Ceres
warned that companies with direct exposure to the basin like Conagra Foods, General
Mills, J.M. Smucker Co., Kellogg Co. and Kraft Heinz Co. could be affected.24
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In Asia close to 2 billion
people live in 10 river
basins that start in the
HKH…

…climate threats to
freshwater puts
US$4.3trn of annual
GDP across 16
countries at risk

• Hindu Kush Himalayas: In Asia, if we carry on with business-as-usual, two-thirds of
glacial ice in the Hindu Kush Himalayas (HKH) will be lost by 2100.25 We can halve this
loss if we can stay within 1.5°C; reducing losses by only one-third of the region’s ice
mass.25 The loss of these glaciers which provide water to the people who live in the
mountains is dire. Already, water sources in mountain villages have dried up forcing
migration. The loss of these “water towers” will also impact Asia’s water resources as
these glaciers feed 10 major rivers that form the cradles of civilisation for 16 countries in
Asia. Around 1.7bn-1.9bn people are estimated to live in these 10 river basins – in short
up to one in two Asians would be impacted.26;27 Asian economies are also at stake – more
in this in the box below:

The vanishing ‘ice bank’ of freshwater for Asia puts US$4.3trn of GDP at risk
The glacial ice held in the Hindu Kush Himalayas (HKH), is an important source of water
for Asia. Glacial melt from 7,547km3 of ice feed into 10 major rivers in Asia - they are the
Amu Darya, Brahmaputra, Ganges, Indus, Irrawaddy, Mekong, Salween, Tarim, Yangtze
and Yellow Rivers. These mighty rivers are the cradles of civilisation of Asia – not only are
they home to 1.77-1.9 billion people, US$4.3 trillion of GDP is generated in their basins
annually.
Climate change is already evident in their common source region and all along the
rivers – accelerated glacial melt, reduced snowfall and changing monsoon patterns all
impact future river flow. Already some of these rivers are highly water stressed and our
projections show that some rivers will face a decline in runoff for the next 50 years (20052055), while others will see much more water.

At the river deltas, many
capital and cities face
coastal threats
Avoid in g A tlantis
APAC C T 20 Ind ex

B e n c h m a r k i n g c o a s t a l t h r e a t s f o r 2 0 A PA C c i t i e s
with finance sector input

Mismanagement of Asia’s water resources could lead to socio-economic collapse as
these 10 river basins collectively also support huge economies – 30% of China’s, 42%
of India’s and 92% of Pakistan’s GDP. In short, Asia faces a triple threat: 1) limited water
resources to support development under the current economic model; 2) climate change
exacerbates water scarcity; and 3) assets/cities are clustered along vulnerable rivers. To
unpack this complex web – please see our report “No Water, No Growth – Does Asia
have enough water to develop?”
Worse still, many Asian capitals are by the coast and will need to build resilience from
coastal threats such as sea level rise and rising storm surge – more on the extent of
coastal threat impacts in our report “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index.”

Fresh & saltwater
threats give APAC an
opportunity to embrace
green development to
protect people & cities
Mountains glaciers are
the “first things to go” as
mountains warm at a
faster rate…
…at this rate the Alps
will be ice free; the HKH
will lose 2/3rd of ice by
2100 at 2°C
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These grave fresh and salt water threats presents APAC with a great opportunity to
embark on greener development paths to ensure continued water and economic security
– fast tracking decarbonisation, waternomics (achieving more GDP on less water and
less pollution) and adaptation to impacts that are already baked-in are a few examples of
such paths. Looking forward, these basin risks and coastal threats should be holistically
assessed from mountains to the oceans.
Source: CWR report “No Water No Growth – Does Asia have enough water to develop?”, 2018; CWR report
“Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”, 2020.

Mountains glaciers are the “first things to go” in a warming climate and their melt has been
included in IPCC’s SLR projections. Sadly, temperatures in the mountains have warmed at rates
2x faster than the global average - Swiss Alps have warmed by 2°C. Looking forward, Nepal is
expected to warm by as much as 3.8°C by 2060; 5.8°C by 2090.28
As our planet continues to warm, we expect mountain glaciers to melt at an accelerated rate,
hastening SLR. According to IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC-AR5), glacier melt has
already sped up - by 2080 to 2100, such glacial melt would account for 26% of SLR.29 However
going forward, mountain glaciers share of SLR will fall due to new contributions from ice sheets
in polar regions. We cover this later in Point #3 but now let’s take a closer look at the largest
component of SLR resulting from ocean warming.

2. Our oceans are taking the heat = steric SLR + oxygen production at risk
As the ocean warms, the volume of seawater increases without mass change resulting in
thermosteric SLR. So the warmer our oceans get, the greater the steric component of SLR.
Already, thermal expansion is the largest contribution to the SLR - under all IPCC scenarios
in IPCC-AR5, by 2081 to 2100, the steric component of SLR is estimated to account for 3055% of total SLR.30

Warm oceans expand &
add to SLR; this is
(thermo)steric SLR

It doesn’t feel so hot on land at the moment as our oceans have absorbed most of the
excess heat from global warming. In fact, 90% of earth’s excess heat has been absorbed by
the ocean – if not for this we will feel much hotter on land. So literally, our oceans are taking
the heat.

It doesn’t feel so hot on
land as oceans have
absorbed 90% of
excess heat

The bad news is that our oceans are warming at an alarming rate. A 2020 study showed
record-setting ocean warming in 2019 when our oceans were 0.075°C warmer than the
latest average.31 Specifically, in 2019, the ocean heat anomaly for depths of up to 2000m
was 228 Zetta Joules (ZJ) above the 1981−2010 average and 25 ZJ above 2018.31 By the
way, 1 ZJ = 1,021 Joules. But unless you are on top of your joules, it is difficult to grasp what
this means. According to the paper’s lead researcher, Cheng, this might not seem much
but in the last 25 years (1987-2019), our oceans have warmed at an unprecedented rate of
450% greater than the period before (1955-1986).32

Our oceans are
warming at an alarming
rate – 450% greater
than before (1955-1986)

Cheng provides further perspective – the heat absorbed by our oceans in the past 25 years
is equivalent to that delivered by detonating 3.6bn Hiroshima atom-bombs in our oceans.
This translates to a rate of warming equivalent to dropping five Hiroshima bombs into the
ocean per second for the last 25 years. And yes, this is because of humans. According
to Cheng, “there are no reasonable alternatives aside from the human emissions of heat
trapping gases to explain this heating”.32

Heat absorbed by
oceans in past 25 years:
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Source: Lijing Cheng on CNN, Cheng et al. 2020” Record Setting Ocean Warming Continued in 2019”, Advances in
Atmospheric Sciences.
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Unfortunately, the oceans are continuing to warm much faster than projected in the
IPCC-AR5. Research published in 2018 already showed that the ocean has absorbed 60%
more heat per annum than the figure in IPCC-AR5 published in 2014.33 Given this, the steric
component of SLR is likely under-estimated. As if this is not bad enough, runaway ocean
warming triggers several dangerous feedback loops:

Since IPCC-AR5
oceans have absorbed
60% more heat p.a.

• Marine ice sheet and ice cliff instabilities – ocean warming will also trigger instability in
marine ice sheets and ice cliffs in Greenland and the Antarctica. These could cause rapid
SLR of multi-metre scale – more on this in the next Point #3.

+ can trigger dangerous
feedback loops…

• Ocean carbon storage release – as oceans warm, the massive store of dissolved
carbon dioxide in our oceans may be released back into the atmosphere. This clearly
exacerbates the greenhouse effect, raising temperatures which in turn causes more
ocean warming; and

…it can cause rapid
SLR, release more
carbon & threaten
oxygen supply

• Hotter & more acidic oceans threaten production of over half our oxygen – contrary
to popular belief, it is our oceans and not forests that are the lungs of our planet. Warmer
oceans points to rising acidity could threaten plankton which produces at least half our
planet’s oxygen supply – see box below:
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50-80% of Earth’s
oxygen comes from
phytoplankton in our
oceans…

50-80% of Earth’s oxygen comes from our oceans

…but hotter waters are
more acidic putting it
at risk

Rising temperatures will cause ocean waters to become more acidic, putting the
phytoplankton and thus the production of our oxygen at risk. Indeed, since 1960, the
amount of oxygen in the global ocean has fallen by 2% due to global warming.

…marine biodiversity
will also be impacted

It’s not just humans but all other life in the ocean also needs phytoplankton to survive and
a reduced phytoplankton population would deeply impact marine ecosystems. A recent
UN report predicts that there will be up to a 25% decrease of fish biomass by 2100 in high
emissions climate scenario. Coral reefs would decline by 70-90% with global warming of
1.5°C, whereas virtually all (>99%) would be lost with 2°C. Our current decarbonisation
strategies land us at 4°C of warming - dire is an understatement.

Phytoplankton in the ocean contributes around 50-80% of oxygen in the atmosphere,
depending on seasonal changes, response to nutrient loads, temperatures and so on.
There is one particular species of phytoplankton called “Prochorococcus” that produces
up to 20% of earth’s oxygen – this alone is a higher percentage than all of the tropical
rainforests on land combined.

Source: NOAA’s article “How much oxygen comes from the ocean?”, Carbon Brief article “How global warming is
causing ocean oxygen levels to fall.” by Andreas Oschlies, Peter Brandt, Lothar Stramma and Sunke Schmidtko.
2018, IPCC (2018): “Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5ºC”

Finally, it is worth noting here that the amount of heat stored in the ocean and how the water
expands, among other reasons, will cause uneven SLR around the world. Levels can differ
materially – we cover this later in Point #7.

3. Greenland & Antarctica melting 6x faster = rapid SLR from MISI & MICI
Greenland & Antarctica
ice loss is 6x faster than
1990s – 6.4trn tonnes
lost so far

A study released in March 2020 supported by NASA and the European Space Agency has
revealed a shocking observation – Greenland and Antarctica are losing ice six times faster
than they were in the 1990s.34 The two regions have lost 6.4 trillion tonnes of ice between
1992 and 2018 and the resulting meltwater has increased global sea levels by 17.8mm.34
Another 2019 study showed that in parts of the Antarctica, glaciers have thinned by almost
122 metres.35

Antarctica glaciers
thinned by ~122m

HSBC BUILDING = 178m

ANTARCTICA & GREENLAND RAPID ICE LOSS MATTERS FOR SLR

6.4trn

SOME ANTARTICA
GLACIERS HAVE
THINNED BY

122m

Greenland’s glacial melt
add to SLR accounted
for in IPCC-AR5; but not
Antarctica…
…as models were not
sophisticated enough
in 2014
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Source: CWR, Shepherd et al (2019); NASA (2020); IEA
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020 , all rights reserved

Greenland’s glacial melt contribution to SLR has been accounted for in the IPCC-AR5. It
was the next biggest driver of SLR after contributions from thermal expansion and mountain
glacier melt in the IPCC-AR5.
However, Antarctica melt has not been included in IPCC-AR5 SLR estimates as we did
not have the sophistication to accurately model or capture the response of Antarctica to
dynamic processes at that time. Therefore, the melting of Antarctica ice-sheets (Marine Ice
Sheet Instability (MISI)) and the calving or collapse of its ice-sheets/shelves/cliffs (Marine Ice
Cliff Instability (MICI)) were left out of the IPCC-AR5.

The IPCC has since revised its SLR estimates in their IPCC-SROCC report. Under the
RCP8.5 scenario, the SLR range was revised upwards to 0.84m (range: 0.61m-1.1m)
from 0.74m (range: 0.52m-0.98m).18 Although the 2019 IPCC-SROCC SLR estimates now
include some aspects of MISI, it does mention but does not include MICI due to the “deep
uncertainties” around its predictions.

2019 IPCC-SROCC
now includes MISI melt
from Antarctica…

Whilst the IPCC’s conservative bias has led it to exclude MICI from its SLR estimates, we
believe that MICI’s potential ability to trigger rapid SLR must be factored in to provide a
more complete picture of the risks we face going forward especially since:

…but not MICI due to
“deep uncertainties”
around its predictions

1. Accelerated ocean warming and observed rapid loss of ice in the polar regions as
discussed previously in Point #2; and
2. Potential rapid SLR of more than 1m by MICI in Antarctica alone by 2100. A seminal
Nature article published by DeConto & Pollard in 2016 (DP16) found that “Antarctica
has the potential to contribute more than a metre of sea-level rise by 2100 and more
than 13 metres by 2500, if emissions continue unabated”.4 This significant contribution
is primarily due to the combination of MISI & MICI triggering a “runaway” collapse of the
West Antarctica Ice Sheet (WAIS) by 2100 as well as the East Antarctica Ice Sheet (EAIS)
in the far future.

But MICI can trigger
rapid SLR

We therefore believe the IPCC-SROCC estimates to be conservative. Indeed, various DP16
models indicate an Antarctica-only SLR range of 0.86m to 1.5m by 2100 under RCP8.5.
This SLR contribution from Antarctica alone is higher than the entire IPCC-SROCC range of
0.61m-1.1m.18 Given the current observed ice melt and “hot water” found under the WAIS
(see below), multi-metre SLR by 2100 may become a reality. Surely, it’s worth devoting time
to understand exactly “What is MISI & MICI?” (see box below) plus getting on top of all the
different sets of SLR projections for 2100 (and beyond) from various ice sheet experts - we
discuss these in detail later in Point #6.

IPCC-SROCC is
conservative – its range
is 0.61-1.1m vs.
Antarctica-only SLR of
0.86-1.5m by 2100

What is MISI & MICI?
Marine ice sheet instability (MISI)

Marine ice cliff instability (MICI)

MISI describes the potential of ice sheets “grounded” on
bedrock below sea level sheets to flow into the ocean. They
were previously deemed stable as they were “buttressed” by
large ice shelves which block their flow into the ocean - thus
could not contribute to SLR.

In addition to MISI, warmer polar summers have led to the
formation of meltwater pools on top of the ice. When these
meltwaters drain into crevasses (large cracks) on floating ice
shelves, the increased pressure makes them more vulnerable
to calving – this process is called hydrofracturing.

Unfortunately, fast-warming oceans have caused the ice
exposed to the ocean to melt. This thinning of the ice shelf
causes a retreat of the grounding line, reducing their buttressing
abilities, which then leads to an acceleration of ice flow to the
sea. How fast this ice flows also depends on the thickness
of the ice at the grounding line – the greater the height of ice
exposed the ocean, the faster it melts.

Disintegration of the ice shelf due to oceanic warming and/or
hydro-fracturing causes the ice to calve (break off). This ice
shelf loss, together with MISI could drive the grounding line
into deep retreat. Where oceanic melt and enhanced calving
have eliminated the ice-shelf completely, the ice cliff is left
exposed to the ocean and can become highly unstable.

This cycle is particularly dangerous on retrograde bedrock
slopes as more ice is exposed to the warm oceans as
the grounding line retreats leading to runaway melt. This
topography is prevalent in WAIS making it particularly
vulnerable to warming oceans and warm ocean currents.

Source: IPCC- SROCC (2019) Fig CB8.1a

If the cliff is tall enough (at least ~800m high from the ocean
flow or ~100m of ice above the water line), the ice cliff becomes
structurally unstable and collapses under its own weight. This
exposes more ice that also collapses perpetuating a cycle of
ice cliff failure and retreat. This triggering of unabated MICI
retreat results in rapid SLR.

Source: IPCC-SROCC (2019) Fig CB8.1b

Source: CWR based on DeConto& Pollard, Nature, 2016 -. Contribution of Antarctica to past and future sea-level rise. IPCC- SROCC, 2019
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But Antarctica does not
stop melting at 2100... &
collapse of ice sheets
could lead to loss of
entire WAIS…

Here, it is important to understand that although the DP16 study projects SLR of 0.86m-1.5m
by 2100, Antarctica and Greenland ice sheets do not stop melting in 2100. Unfortunately,
as we continue to warm, we will pass tipping points where the dynamic processes of MISI
and MICI are triggered, leading to the self-sustaining retreat of grounding lines, which may
trigger runaway collapse of the ice sheets in our polar regions. This could eventually lead to
multi-metre SLR realities due to the collapse of entire sheets.

…warm water found
below Thwaites Glacier
may hasten collapse

Sadly, recent studies support the theory of more-imminent-than-not collapse. This year, for
the first time ever, scientists discovered the presence of warm water and turbulence beneath
the Thwaites Glacier, a part of the WAIS.36 This discovery made at the glacier’s grounding
zone may hasten its collapse – according to the lead researcher Holland, Thwaites “may be
undergoing an unstoppable retreat that has huge implications for global sea level rise”.37 As
we write, yet another report has come out saying “Extensive open fractures have developed
in the ice shelves of the Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers in the West Antarctic Ice Sheet,
potentially priming them for future collapse”. There were no such crevasses at the beginning
of satellite records in 1997, but since 2016 crevasse-damaged areas have accelerated with
rapid growth observed by 2019.38

The WAIS holds 3-4m of
SLR; East Antarctica
holds another 20m

This trend is worrying as it points to a hastening of MICI. The collapse of the Thwaites
Glacier will add nearly 1m of SLR. The WAIS in total (including Thwaites) holds 3m–4m
of SLR while East Antarctica, holds another 20m of SLR.4 Different regions have different
temperature tipping points – it is important to know what these are and how much SLR we
could inadvertently lock-in.

4. On the brink! Know key tipping points to avoid locking-in 10m+ of SLR
Must think beyond 2100
as locked-in impacts are
triggered today

4-10m+ of SLR will be
unstoppable on current path
Not too doom & gloom –
seas were 6-9.3m
higher the last time we
warmed by 0.5°C to 1°C

The IPCC reports have mainly focused on a 2100 timeframe, but sea levels do not stop
rising in 2100. So it’s important to understand the amount of SLR that we will “lock-in” once
certain temperature tipping points are passed. Indeed, we may have already triggered some
tipping points today, guaranteeing certain locked-in SLR levels.
Top cryosphere scientists agree on some worrying irreversible trends for the planet once
temperature tipping points are passed “should we exceed them, result in processes that
cannot be halted unless temperatures return to levels below pre-industrial. To put it most
bluntly, only a new “Little Ice Age” may re-establish some of today’s mountain glaciers and
their reliable water resources for millions of people; or halt melting polar ice sheets that,
once started, irrevocably would set the world on course to an ultimate sea-level rise of
between 4-10 meters or more.”
Is locked-in SLR of 4m-10m too doom and gloom? Well, the last time our world warmed
by 0.5°C to 1°C (similar to that of today) it was in the Last Interglacial (LIG) period when our
seas were 6m-9.3m higher.4;18 The harsh reality is that irreversible melt of ice holding 60m+
of SLR has already started as risks rise with temperature. And we don’t have long – just
until 2030 to avoid triggering irreversible tipping points. Even at 1.5°C risks lurk, warn the
greatest hits of cryosphere scientists:
“Some portions of the ancient and massive ice sheets covering Antarctica and Greenland,
together holding over 60m (200 ft) of sea-level rise, may have begun irreversible melting
already at today’s temperatures. This risk becomes more certain as temperatures rise,
especially if maintained over time, even at levels 1.5–2.5°C…the windows to prevent some
of these changes may close during the 2020–2030 commitment period. After 2030,
changing the course of our global climate and therefore, future human history becomes far
more difficult.”

So know your
temperature tipping
points!
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The graphic on the next page gives an idea of SLR impacts in the future – as you can see,
it is imperative that we stay below 3°C; ideally 2°C. Even at 1.5°C, we are in danger; and it
looks like we will lock-in significant SLR by 2030. It’s time to be prudent, know our planetary
tipping points to avoid accidentally triggering them. If this is the first time you are hearing
about these, then we rest our case. As you can see from the graphic, a few ice thresholds
have already been crossed, but we still have time (a decade left) to avoid others.

Tipping points & runaway melt – window to act closes by 2030
It’s not that far away! We will be 70 years ahead of our 2100 warming target if we reach 1.5°C by 2030. We must start
paying attention to temperature trigger points and their SLR impacts. Parts of massive ice sheets
covering Antarctica and Greenland, together holding over 60m of SLR, have already started
irreversibly melting at today’s temperatures. All 2020 observations regarding our
cryosphere is grim. Given accelerated ocean warming plus rapid loss of ice in
Get on top of these tipping points to avoid inadvertently locking in
unsurvivable SLR. There are also other feedback loops
to consider – see box below. We must avoid
triggering them at all costs. We must try
our best to stay at 1.5°C,
if not 2°C by 2100.

!

REALITY CHECK

The last time we were 2°C-4°C
warmer than pre-industrial
period, it was during the
Pliocene when SLR
was as high as 25m

27m SLR

!

TIPPING POINTS

Glacier melt and associated SLR will be locked-in
when we reach various temperature tipping points.
Although 8m of SLR may occur beyond 2100,
we have already locked-in this in at today’s
temperatures. As we will likely reach 1.5°C
as early as 2030, plausible SLR by 2100
can be as high as 3m.

4-15m SLR
EAST ANTARCTICA
ICE SHEET

3-4m SLR

!

OTHER GREENLAND
ICE SHEETS

REALITY CHECK

The last time we were 0.5°C-1°C
warmer than pre-industrial
period, it was during the
Last Interglacial Period
when SLR was as
high as 9.3m

3m SLR

TWO GREENLAND
GLACIERS

3-4m SLR
WEST ANTARCTICA
ICE SHEET

1m SLR
MOUNTAIN GLACIERS
& THERMAL EXPANSION

1.1°C-1.2°C 1.5°C
TODAY

LIKELY
BY 2030

2°C

LIKELY AS
PLEDGES ARE
ONLY GOOD
FOR 2.5°C

3°C

4°C

5°C

CURRENT CLIMATE PATH
BY 2100

Source: CWR; International Cryosphere Climate Initiative report (2015); Rignot Expert Opinion (2018); Blackburn et al. (2020); IPCC-SROCC (2019); DeConto & Pollard
(2016); Burke et al. (2018)
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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5. Scary feedback loops! Arctic ice loss + permafrost thaw = rapid SLR
Arctic ice loss &
permafrost thaw are
emission accelerants…

White sea ice reflects
sunlight, which keeps
the Arctic cold

But we are losing sea
ice cover due to record
warming…

…recent study says
Arctic summer sea ice
could vanish by 2035

…yet another study
warns: Arctic temps to
rise by 5-12°C on land &
12-28°C over the Arctic
Ocean by 2100
Warming Arctic has dire
consequences for
permafrost…

Permafrost thaw
releases methane, a
potent GHG

1.5°C may release
40–50GtCO2e by 2100;
this doubles at 2.7°C+
These amounts are not
factored into IPCC’s
carbon budgets so
greater cuts needed
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There are also tipping points for other feedback loops beyond ice. Here, we cover two
important ones 1) ice-albedo effect from the loss of polar ice cover and 2) runaway
permafrost thaw. Both of these will accelerate warming and thus SLR. Each of these are
worrying on their own let alone together:
• The ice-albedo effect: White sea ice reflects sunlight back into space, which helps keep
the polar regions cold. However, Arctic sea ice over the summer has seen rapid decline
due to atmospheric and oceanic warming. This shrinking of reflective surface means
that heat is absorbed by the dark ocean, which then causes more melt, which in turn
amplifies warming. This feedback loop is already present in the Arctic where summer
solar heat absorption by the surface waters in the Arctic has already increased fivefold
over the past three decades (1987–2017).41
Yet we are still losing Arctic ice cover. In July 2020, the area covered by sea ice in the
Arctic Ocean reached a new low for all Julys since 1979.42 With record warming caused
by human activity, the Northern Sea Route became ice-free earlier than previously
recorded and by the end of July, Canada’s last intact ice-shelf collapsed.43
Still there’s more bad news for Arctic ice. In 2018, the IPCC’s “Special Report on Global
Warming of 1.5°C” report, said we will likely see an sea ice-free summer per century
at 1.5°C of warming compared to an sea ice-free summer per decade at 2°C. But a
recent study published in Nature Climate Change predicted that the Arctic summer sea
ice could disappear as early as 2035.44 Clearly, the landscape has worsened in a few
short years. At around 3°C of warming, we will see a permanent loss of Artic ice during
summer.45
A study just released as we write brings even more bad tidings. It warns that as
temperatures exceed 1.5°C (which could happen as early as 2030), new climate models
under current high emissions scenarios indicate that “the Arctic Ocean would be sea
ice-free at least three to four months every year; average temperatures increase by
5-12°C on land and 12-28°C over the Arctic Ocean; and the rainy season extended by
two to four months, accelerating ice loss further, all before the end of the century”.46
This transitioning of the Arctic away from a cryosphere-dominated system not only
impacts local Arctic communities and ecosystems, but “the entire planet through global
feedbacks such as disturbed weather systems, sea-level rise and albedo loss” warn
the authors.46 This alarming warming of the Arctic has devastating consequences for
permafrost now.
• Permafrost thaw & methane: Permafrost covers around a quarter of the Northern
Hemisphere’s land area, stretching across the Arctic and can also be found in the Tibetan
Plateau. Since warming in these regions is significantly greater than average, permafrost
(carbon-rich frozen ground) in polar and tundra regions begins to melt, releasing methane,
one of the most potent greenhouse gases (GHG). This in turn heats the world even more,
releasing more methane.
Back in 2015, permafrost experts warned that even a 30% loss of near-surface
permafrost at 1.5°C warming may result in an additional 40–50GtCO2e emitted by 2100;
at 2.7°C–3.5°C this amount will double; and at 4.5°C, 70% of surface permafrost will be
lost unleashing 130-160GtCO2e.45 This consensus estimate of permafrost emissions is
“intentionally conservative” as great uncertainties remain in their estimation. By the way,
these numbers ONLY relate to emissions from the top 1m of permafrost.
Such emissions have yet to be factored into IPCC’s carbon budgets. IPCC’s 2°C carbon
budget allows only for 275Gt of carbon to be emitted from all sources by 2100.47
Scientists warn that “Even the relatively modest 40–50Gt projected to be released by
2100 should temperatures reach 1.5°C means that even greater cuts will be required from
human activity”.

Unfortunately, this nightmare may now be our reality – according to the 2019 Arctic

Report Card, Arctic permafrost may have crossed a threshold to become a net carbon
emitter, releasing around 300-600mn tonnes of carbon per year.48 This is equivalent to

Arctic Report Card says
permafrost may now be
a net carbon emitter

1.1–2.2GtCO2e of emissions per year; or 88-176GtCO2e over the next 80 years to 2100.

Rapid and significant rise in temperatures forecasted in the Arctic mean that thawing is here
to stay. The loss of ice-albedo effects plus methane gas release puts us in a never-ending

warming loop which will be disastrous for our planet and for those who live in coastal cities.
With even bigger wildfires in Siberia this year compared to last year, ignoring thawing permafrost

contribution to emissions is no longer viable – entire villages and swathes of land are now

These scary feedback
loops are here to stay
+ Siberian wildfires do
not help

sinking across the Arctic.

Nightmare permafrost emission scenarios are fast becoming our reality. The IPCC’s carbon

budgets and calculations must start factoring in this evidently sizeable chunk of emissions now
as actions need to be much more drastic if we are to have any hope of staying within 2°C or even

Nightmare permafrost
emission scenarios are
fast becoming our reality

1.5°C. Ignoring permafrost contribution will only lead to a continuation of business-as-usual.

We need to start sounding the alarms now - it’s time to give it the attention it deserves – start
with the in graphic below – if it doesn’t scare you, nothing will.

UNLEASHING PERMAFROST – A NIGHTMARE FEEDBACK LOOP

4°C

!

!

PERMAFROST THAW RELEASES GHGs

FOR PERSPECTIVE ...

2°C

PERMAFROST IN
SURFACE LAYER

IF PERMAFROST LOCKED IN THE TOP
ONE METRE OF SOIL WAS RELEASED

IPCC CARBON BUDGET

130-160
GtCO2e

275GtCO2e

RELEASED
BY 2100

1.5°C

40-50
GtCO2e
RELEASED
BY 2100

30%

PERMAFROST LOSS
IN TOP 1m OF SOIL

55.3 GtCO2e
RELEASED
BY 2018

70%

PERMAFROST LOSS
IN TOP 1m OF SOIL

!

THESE PERMAFROST LOSS ESTIMATES
ARE CONSERVATIVE SO EVEN
GREATER CUTS WILL BE NEEDED

NORTHERN PERMAFROST REGION SOILS CONTAIN 1,460-1,600bn
TONNES OF ORGANIC CARBON. 65-70% OF THE CARBON IS WITHIN
THE SURFACE LAYER – IF THIS WAS ALL RELEASED THIS WOULD BE
EQUIVALENT TO:

3,480-4,107GtCO2e

Source: CWR; International Cryosphere Climate Initiative report (2015); NOAA 2019 Arctic Report Card
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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6. IPCC SLR estimates are conservative = get on top of latest projections!
IPCC’s conservative
bias means it uses SLR
“likely range”…

IPCC SLR estimates have a conservative bias and given the hot mess we are in, it is worth
taking a closer look at the various sets of SLR estimates to understand key differences
between them. Warning: this part could do your head in so please bear with us – it’s worth it.

This hides plausible
SLR – “very likely
range”

This is especially important as corporate and finance sectors typically use IPCC projections
to build scenarios to assess risk but IPCC SLR projections may not provide a full picture
of future SLR. Their conservative nature meant that their past projections have
consistently underestimated SLR in the last two decades. IPCC’s SLR ranges in its AR5
(2014) were revised up significantly from the AR4 (2007) to factor in the actual observed
SLR, and since then, the IPCC has made more upward revisions.

New & improved
research/models since
IPCC AR5…

However, understanding of SLR contributions has also greatly improved since IPCC-AR5,
especially those relating to the behaviour of polar ice sheets as discussed earlier. In the
chart below, we compare recent IPCC projections to the results of three recent papers – one
is an SLR expert survey conducted in 2020 and the other two are estimates from ice-sheet
experts. It is clear from the chart that all three papers show significantly higher consensus
ranges for 2100:
Different sets of SLR estimates for 2100 under RCP8.5
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Source: CWR, IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report (2014); IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere (SROCC) (2019);
Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert survey",
npj Climate and Atmospheric Science; Kopp et al. (2017) "Evolving Understanding of Antarctic Ice-Sheet Physics and
Ambiguity in Probabilistic Sea-Level Projections." Earth's Future; Bamber et al. (2019) “Ice sheet contributions to future
sea-level rise from structured expert judgement”, PNAS
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Key points to note are:
“Very likely” SLR ranges
provide a fuller picture
of SLR risks = better for
adaptation & risk
management decisions

• The chart above shows “likely” and “very likely” ranges of SLR estimates under
RCP8.5 (current climate pathway). IPCC’s SLR range estimates only reflect a 66%
confidence level or a “likely” range so we have included the “likely” ranges for the three
other papers for comparison. However, we are also showing the “very likely” range of
the three papers to provide a fuller picture. Note that these tend to be wider so as to
garner more consensus than “likely” ranges – more on the difference in “How to build
scenarios for SLR tail risks & event-driven storm tides” in Section 4.

IPCC-SROCC includes
MISI & median 2100
SLR adjusted up 14%...

• IPCC-SROCC upward revision of SLR range for Antarctica ice melt . In 2019,
the IPCC revised up its AR5 SLR range from 0.52m-0.98m (median=0.74m) to
0.61m-1.1m (median=0.84m) in its 2019 IPCC-SROCC report to include Antarctica
ice sheet melt (MISI).

…but still excludes
MICI, thermal expansion
+ new Greenland
research

• IPCC-SROCC revision did not include adjusting for MICI or rising thermal expansion.
The upward revision of the RCP8.5 median of 14% is for Antarctica ice sheet melt (MISI)
only; MICI is excluded. Also, the IPCC-SROCC report specifically states that “Greenland,
thermal expansion and land water storage are also not updated.”
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• Survey of 106 SLR experts conducted in 2020 = materially higher ranges. Horton
et al. led an expert survey in 2020 (H20 Expert Survey)49. Here, a “sea level expert” was
defined as one that had published a minimum of six papers on SLR during 2014–2018.
So we figured that their consensus range reflects a more informed scenario. The H20
Expert Survey anticipated SLR to reach an even higher range of 0.63m–1.32m by 2100
under RCP8.5 influenced by the new studies on MISI & MICI from the Antarctic Ice Sheet
as discussed earlier in Point #3. At the high-end of the SLR range, expert consensus
on SLR is greater than IPCC-AR5 by 35% and IPCC-SROCC by 20%. The H20 Expert
Survey’s “very likely” range high-end for 2100 is even greater at 1.65m.

106 SLR experts’
consensus view of high-end
“likely” SLR is 20%
higher than IPCC-SROCC…

• Worried about MICI? Here, we have included two papers by ice sheet experts for a fuller
picture as not all the 106 SLR experts in the H20 Expert Survey are ice sheet experts
(only 13% respondents identified ice-sheets as their expertise):

What happens when MICI
is included?

…their “very likely” high
end SLR is 1.65m

• Structured Expert Judgement (SEJ) focusing on ice sheets = “very likely” SLR
high of 2.38m by 2100. As SLR poses serious threats to coastal communities/cities,
but continues to be challenging to project using deterministic modeling approaches,
Bamber et al. led a SEJ in 2019 to provide urgent quantification of future SLR for
adaptation strategies.50 As can be seen from the chart above, the gap between the
“likely” ranges of SEJ and IPCC-SROCC is even higher than that of the H20 expert
survey. At 2.38m, the SEJ’s high-end of the “very likely” range is 2.2x that of the
IPCC-SROCC.

Ice experts say “very
likely” high end SLR is
2.38-2.43m…

• Research linking Antarctica MISI & MICI results into SLR projection framework
= “very likely” SLR high of 2.43m by 2100. This paper by Kopp et al. published in
2017 factors in rapidly increasing ice-sheet mass loss from MISI and MICI in Antarctica
identified by DP16. It provides a “likely” SLR range of 1.09m-2.09m. Note here that
the authors of this paper include DeConto & Pollard, Horton as well as Strauss &
Kulp (whose locked-in SLR ranges we used in the CWR APACCT 20 Index). At 2.43m,
Kopp’s high-end of the “very likely” range is comparable to that of SEJ’s but 2.2x that
of the IPCC-SROCC.

…these plausible SLR
should be used to plan
no-regret scenarios for
adaptation planning

Looking beyond 2100, the ranges are even wider as in the chart below. Ice sheet experts
expect MICI feedback loops to result in much higher SLR sooner – note that even the highend
of the “likely” range of Kopp et al. at 2300 is 2.6x that of IPCC-SROCC’s 5.4m for the same
time frame; the “very likely” high of 15.52m of SLR is almost 3x greater. Indeed Kopp et al.
expect IPCC-SROCC levels to be reached earlier by 2200.

Beyond 2100 the IPCC
gap widens…

Different sets of SLR estimates beyond 2100 under RCP8.5
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Source: CWR, IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report (2014); IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere (SROCC) (2019);
Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert survey",
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Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Clearly it is important to pick the right set of SLR projections when building base/worst-case
scenarios for assessing financial impacts or planning adaptation. Our current path means
impacts will be brought forward, so know your science, use the right scenario, build the right
models to make the right decisions today – check out “How to build scenarios for SLR tail
risks & event-driven storm tides” in Section 4.

So pick the right SLR for
base and worst-case
scenarios, we show you
how later
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7. SLR does not rise evenly = APAC SLR is higher than global average
SLR is not uniform
globally

There are multiple
reasons…

SLR will not affect all parts of the world equally, because of how the sea, land and ice
interact. In some places the rate of local SLR can be as much as twice that of the global
average – more on this in the box below.
Seas do not rise evenly. Regional differences in sea level rise are influenced by where
heat is stored in the ocean (since warm water expands to fill more space than cold water)
and how that heat is transported around the globe by currents and wind. Wind and ocean
currents (i.e., ocean dynamic variability) can also cause water to pile up or be pushed away
(causing local deviations from the global mean). Uneven sea level rise is also influenced by
ice sheets, which lose mass as they melt and shift the gravitational forces affecting regional
sea surface height.
Natural shifts in ocean cycles — including the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, a pattern of sea
surface temperatures similar to El Niño but longer lasting — are therefore known to affect
sea levels. So scientists were not surprised to find that as the ocean rises, it rises unevenly.
But it’s been difficult to say whether these natural cycles were the dominant influence on
regional differences.
At-a-glance SLR impacts around the world. The oceans surrounding Antarctica and
the U.S. West Coast have had lower-than-average sea level rise, while the U.S. East
Coast and Southeast Asia, including the Philippines and Indonesia, have experienced the
opposite. In some parts of the world, the rate of local sea level rise has been as much as
twice the average.

SLR in the APAC region
is greater than the
global average

Regional sea level trends in millimeters per year from 1993 through mid-2018 with the global average rate removed.
Red colors indicate that the local rate of sea level rise was greater than average, and blue colors indicate the opposite.
Credit: PNAS
Source: The excerpts and image above are taken from NASA article “A subtle effect of climate change: uneven sea level
rise” by Laura Snider, NCAR & UCAR News, 13 December 2018.

Regional differences
can be material

As can be seen from the map above, SLR in the APAC region is greater than the global
average. Since SLR in the U.S. West Coast is less than that of the global average, SLR in
APAC is higher than that experienced in California – so don’t compare SLR in Tokyo to San
Francisco.

Our index uses GMSL
as local SLR was not
available for all 20 cities

These regional differences can be material as half a metre can make a difference – according
to WRI, 44 airports will be flooded worldwide at these levels.3 That said, we did not use
local SLR in the CWR APACCT 20 Index as local locked-in SLR ranges were not available
for all 20 cities. For more on how local and global SLR differ in the index, please refer to
Appendix 2 of “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”.

But we recommend use
of local SLR to assess
hotspots – we show you
how in Section 4

However, we do recommend that once hotspots are identified that in-depth analysis be
carried out using local SLR with higher granularity maps and local tide levels to assess risks
and plan adaptation. Be it for 2100 or beyond, find out more on how to do this in “5 tips to
assess asset-level SLR & storm tides” in Section 4.
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8. SLR + storm surge & subsidence = exacerbate risks + bring forward impacts
Storm surges are already reaching heights much higher than projected SLR. In Hong Kong,
the storm surges in the past two super typhoons in the last 4 years were 1.18m (Hato) and
2.35m (Mangkhut) – already higher than Hong Kong’s local SLR of 1.08m by 2100 under
RCP8.5.51 These storm surge levels did not even include tide levels at the time – factoring
this, parts of Hong Kong were hit with storm tides as high as 4.71m during Super Typhoon
Mangkhut. But Hong Kong was lucky, had the storm arrived at high tide at slightly different
angle, the storm tides would have been 5.65m in Victoria Harbour.52

Storm surge heights
today are higher than
future SLR

Looking forward, storm surge magnitude is expected to increase by 5%-15%53 by 2100 and
coupled with more intense rainfall which in a 2°C scenario could increase by ~14%54. This
does not bode well for many APAC cities which are coastal and in the path of typhoons/
hurricanes. In both Tokyo and Hong Kong, storm tides could rise over 5m+ if a large storm
arrived at high tide and by 2100, CWR Base Case extreme storm tides are projected to be
7.64m for Tokyo and 7.47m for Hong Kong. We have mapped these impacts in the following
two-page spread on “Storm surges – they are happening now!”.

Storm surge heights
expected to increase by
5%-15% by 2100
…more rain will also
increase surge

Such extreme sea levels brought on by events such as Typhoon Mangkhut or Hurricane
Katrina have been historically rare. But according to the IPCC-SROCC in 2019 they are now
projected to happen at least once every year by 2050 in all climate scenarios, especially in
tropical regions. If these storms start occurring yearly, they may no longer be considered as
acute risks but chronic resulting in the loss of insurance coverage.

Extreme sea levels due
to extreme events will
now occur at least once
per year by 2050 in all
climate scenarios

While storm tides could give us an early taste of future SLR levels, SLR also exacerbates
the impact of storm surges, by adding to the surge. With material SLR, even smaller storm
surges could become an issue in the future. Together with worst-case SLR, extreme storm
tides will be well over 10m by 2100 – please see these worst-case scenarios in “How to
build scenarios for SLR tail risks & event-driven storm tides” in Section 4.

It’s worse in the future
as SLR adds to surge

This problem is made worse by land subsidence. Land subsidence can occur naturally but
is accelerated by human activities such as groundwater extraction and urbanisation with
heavy/large buildings which can compress the earth. It is prevalent in many Asian cities due
to poor planning and mismanagement of groundwater resources.
Some cities are more at risk of land subsidence than others and depending on the rate of
subsidence can significantly bring forward the impacts of SLR. Jakarta is one such city.
Since the early 1970’s major parts of Jakarta have sunk by 2m-4m.55 This is multiple times
greater than the IPCC-SROCC high-end SLR estimate of 1.1m by 2100.
North Jakarta is most at risk – it has sunk 2.5m in 10 years and research by Deltares
predicted that this area will sink by a further 1.96m by 2050 under a business-as-usual
scenario.55 This coupled with local SLR of 0.41m delivers an impact of 2.37m by 2050 –
bringing forward 2100 SLR impacts. In fact, this is comparable to locked-in SLR at 1.5°C as
per the CWR APACCT 20 Index – for more on this, please see maps showing subsidence
impacts and more in the following 2 page spread on “Land subsidence magnifies SLR &
storm surge risks”.

…HK faced 4.71m
storm tides in 2018

Sinking cities make this
worse

Major parts of Jakarta
have sunk by 2-4m

Our maps show
subsidence can bring
SLR forward to 2.37m
by 2050

Storm surge and subsidence can bring forward inundation impacts. Moreover, as storms
become more frequent and intense and super typhoons become yearly events, these acute
risks will morph into chronic risks.

Subsidence & storm
surge can bring forward
inundation impacts

These impacts can be material and must thus be factored in today. We cover how to build
in both these impacts later in detail in “How to build base & worst-case SLR projections”
and “How to build base & worst-case extreme storm tides” in Section 4.

Assess them now!
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Storm surges – they are happening now!
Global land (48%) &
population (52%)
affected by 2100 if no
coastal adaptation

Coastal flooding could damage global assets worth up to US$14.2trn by 2100. Accelerated
sea level rise poses tremendous risks to coastal areas but it inflicts the most direct sufferings
when it is combined with storm surge. A study by E. Kirezci et. al. in 2020 pointed out that under
a mean RCP8.5 scenario, without any coastal protection or adaptation, coastal flooding could
affect 48% of the world’s land area and 52% of the global population by 2100. It could also
damage 46% of global assets which could be worth as much as US$14.2trn; approximately
20% of global GDP.56

5 of top 10 countries
most affected by
“weather-related loss
events” were in Asia
(1998-2017)

The APAC is particularly vulnerable to physical risk from storm surges. Five of the top
10 countries most affected by “weather-related loss events” from 1998 to 2017 were in Asia
according to the Germanwatch Global Climate Risk Index 2019.57 With many of the APAC’s
capitals and financial, commercial and transport hubs found in low lying regions, coastal threats
will be significant. Clearly there is a lot at stake, especially with expected economic growth and
rapid urbanisation, which will put more people and GDP at risk. Seven typhoons and their storm
surges already cost the region at least US$60bn between 2017 and 2019 – see infographic in
“Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”.

Japan says number of
strong tropical cyclones
to rise by 6.6% by 2100

We will experience extreme sea level events every year by 2050. Extreme sea levels brought
on by events such as Typhoon Mangkhut or Hurricane Katrina have been historically rare. But
according to the IPCC-SROCC they are now projected to happen at least once every year by
2050 in all climate scenarios, especially in tropical regions.18 According to research by The
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology and the University of Tokyo published
in 2017, the number of strong tropical cyclones will increase by 6.6% by the end of this century
compared to 1979-2008.58

Tokyo’s flood defences
work for now but not be
enough in future?

Warning! Tokyo is also at risk. Tokyo is no stranger to strong typhoons. In 2019, Typhoon
Hagibis (the worst storm in 60 years) caused a total of US$15bn economic losses and pushed
most of Tokyo’s flood adaptations to the brink.59 For example, Tokyo’s underground retarding
basin, which is the largest in Japan, was filled to 95% of its capacity.60 What makes the city even
more vulnerable to such risks is the vast swathe of low-lying terrain – over 1.5 million people are
living below sea level.61

Tokyo govt mapped
5.58m extreme storm
tides…

Recognising the risks in place, the Bureau of Port and Harbour of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government produced a Storm Surge Inundation Area Map in 2019, simulating the potential
impacts of a 1 in 1,000-5,000 year typhoon (the strongest intensity ever to hit Tokyo) which will
cause a 5.58m storm tide.62 As illustrated in map below left, one-third of Tokyo is inundated.
But things could be much worse by 2100 as the sea level is projected to rise by 2.1m. Hit by
the same typhoon that was used in the simulation, Tokyo will be ravaged by a 7.64m storm tide
(map below right). Note - the maps may appear to look the same but an additional 2m of storm
tides will cause much more devastating damage.

…by 2100 this could be
7.64m

Impacts may look the
same but 2m more of
storm tides = more
devastating damage

TOKYO WILL FACE 7.64M OF STORM TIDES BY 2100
If Tokyo was unlucky, storm tide could be 5.58m

TOKYO

CWR New Base Case 2100 (7.64m)

TOKYO

TOKYO BAY

TOKYO BAY

Note: The map on the left is based on Tokyo’s government own simulation which assumed the strongest typhoon in Japan’s
history hit Tokyo from different angles
Source: CWR based on GSI DEM (5m-grid) from Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, ESRI; SLR projection based on
Kopp et al. (2014) “Probabilistic 21st and 22nd century sea‐level projections at a global network of tide‐gauge sites”, Earth's
future, and Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert
survey", npj Climate and Atmospheric Science; Storm tides based on Bureau of Port and Harbour of the Tokyo Metropolitan
Government report "Storm Surge Inundation Area Map", 2019
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Warning! Hong Kong could face storm tides of 7.47m (CWR New Base Case) to 10.70m
(CWR New Worst-Case) every year by 2100. As the maps below show, the impacts of this
in Victoria Harbour is serious. Typhoon Mangkhut (a T10 super typhoon that hit Hong Kong
in 2018) already brought storm tides of 3.88m in Victoria Harbour (map below left) causing
disruption and damage amounting to US$6bn in economic losses for the region. But Hong
Kong was lucky, if this typhoon hit at high tide at a slightly different angle, storm tides would
have been 5.65m, which would be disastrous (map below middle). By 2100, our CWR New Base
Case estimates extreme storm tides to be 7.47m (map below right). However, in the worst-case
scenario, a Mangkhut-like storm could hit Hong Kong every year with storm surges that are
2m higher – this means the city could face annual extreme storm tides of 9.47m; and if we do
not rein in SLR this could be as high as 10.70m. Please see graphic in “How to build base &
worst-case extreme storm tides” in Section 4.

By 2100 HK could see
extreme storm tides of
7.47m (CWR New Base
Case) …

…to 10.70m (CWR New
Worst-Case)

HONG KONG WILL FACE 7.47M OF STORM TIDES BY 2100
Actual Mangkhut storm tide in 2018: 3.88m

Tsim Sha Tsui

Tsim Sha Tsui

Wan Chai

Causeway Bay

Central

CWR New Base Case 2100 (7.47m)

Tsim Sha Tsui

VICTORIA HARBOUR

VICTORIA HARBOUR

Central

HK was lucky, could have been 5.65m

Wan Chai

VICTORIA HARBOUR

Causeway Bay

Central

Wan Chai

Causeway Bay

Source: CWR based on Digital Terrain Model (5m-grid) from the Lands Department of Hong Kong, ESRI; SLR based on HKO, Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean
sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert survey", npj Climate and Atmospheric Science; Storm tides based on HKO, CARe2018 Hong Kong
Conference “Summary Report and Policy Recommendations”
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

No-sense government action – Hong Kong. Note that Hong Kong ranks poorly (we wish it didn’t) in the bottom quartile of the
CWR APACCT 20 Index. Despite imminent storm surge levels Hong Kong has yet to form a department dedicated to tackling
climate risks, nor has it come out with a plan (they are still working on it) to deal with such extreme storm tides. Note that the
words “climate change” did not even make it into the 2019 Policy Address by the Chief Executive of Hong Kong signalling that it
is not one of the top priorities of the SAR’s top leadership. Clearly attitudes that “Hong Kong is very hilly and therefore protected
from climate change” still sadly pervade. Hopefully, China’s recent carbon neutrality pledge will fast-track Hong Kong’s actions.
Government adaptation actions can clearly save their cities: they can be effective &
profitable. The major resistance for governments to speed up coastal adaptation projects is
the factor of cost and benefit. For example, erecting a sea wall requires a massive upfront
investment plus no clear monetary return. Without a vibrant adaptation finance system in place,
many politicians refuse to spend a vast sum of budgets for infrastructure projects that will
most likely not be completed before their tenures end thus deemed useless to their re-election
campaigns. However, what’s missing in their considerations is the consequence of not doing
it now, and how effective adaptation is in neutralising these costs. There have been multiple
studies released recently that show that the benefits of adaptation outweigh the costs – we have
summarised these in “The value of adaptation” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20
Index”. Index ranking with/without government adaptation action for 1.5°C and 4°C can also
be found there.
Both Tokyo and Hong Kong governments underperform their peers in the CWR APACCT
20 Index. Both Tokyo and Hong Kong governments can afford to do more to protect their
cities compared to other APAC cities but they are not. Mainland Chinese cities on the other
hand have stepped up adaptation action bracing for higher sea levels. Deeper analysis against
GDP metrics have led us to put both Japan and Hong Kong on our watchlist – see why in
“Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”. Case studies on what governments are/are not
doing to protect their cities can also be found there.

Massive upfront costs
can put off adaptation…
…but benefits of
adaptation can outweigh
costs

We have put Japan &
HK on our watchlist –
see our report on
sovereigns at risk
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Land subsidence magnifies SLR & storm surge risks
Many Asian cities are
sinking due to bad
planning

Groundwater over-extraction & urbanisation cause rapid subsidence. Subsidence is the
sudden or gradual sinking of the ground’s surface. One thing that fast-sinking cities have in
common is the over-extraction of groundwater which causes aquifers to deplete and the ground
on top of them to sink/collapse. Rapid urbanisation also adds extra pressure with heavy/large
buildings weighting down the ground. Underground structures/foundations could also cut-off
natural aquifers and reduce the groundwater recharge from neighbouring zones, accelerating
the sinking rate.

Over-extraction of
groundwater has
fast-tracked 2-4m of
sinking in North Jakarta

Subsidence can bring forward SLR impacts from 2100 to 2050. To illustrate this, we use
Jakarta, a fast-sinking city of 6.5 million residents. In Jakarta, over two-thirds of its residents rely
on private household wells as its water infrastructure cannot keep up with its rapid development
and booming economy.63 This has resulted in its sinking of 2m-4m in the last 30 years. The
northern part of the city around the Port of Tanjung Priok is especially at risk, sinking 2.5m in
the last decade alone which is two times the global average.64 Research by Deltares in 2018
predicted that this area will sink by 1.96m under a business-as-usual scenario.55

The area around the
port could see 2.37m of
SLR by 2050…

As shown in the map below, locked-in irreversible SLR at 1.5°C of 2.9m as per the CWR APACCT
20 Index will inundate the Port of Tanjung Priok. This will inflict material economic losses to the
city’s economy especially as its port is ranked 23rd globally in terms of container throughput
in 2018 according to Alphaliner.65 However, this locked-in SLR will only materialise far out into
the future (beyond 2100). If we are to factor in subsidence, such locked-in SLR impacts are
brought forward a few hundred years to 2050 as SLR (0.41m)66 plus subsidence (1.96m)55 gives
an impact of 2.37m.

LAND SUBSIDENCE IN JAKARTA BRINGS 1.5ºC LOCKED-IN
SLR FORWARD A FEW HUNDRED YEARS TO 2050
1.5ºC warming locked-in SLR without subsidence:
2.9m

1.5ºC warming locked-in SLR:
2.9m

Port of
Tanjung Priok

…this has brought
forward impacts of the
CWR APACCT 20
Index’s 2.9m locked-in
SLR expected in a few
hundred years

Tipar

Tipar

JAKARTA

SLR by 2050 with subsidence:
2.37 m
Port of
Tanjung Priok

Airport

Tipar

Port
Stock Exchange
CBD
Source: CWR based on NASA SRTM (30m-grid), ESRI; land subsidence based on Deltares’ estimate for the location in Sunter,
Jakarta; SLR projection based on Kopp et al. (2014) “Probabilistic 21st and 22nd century sea‐level projections at a global network of
tide‐gauge sites”, Earth's future, and Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300
from an expert survey", npj Climate and Atmospheric Science
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Material & imminent
impacts = factor in
threat assessments
today
Our index includes
subsidence
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Subsidence should be factored into threat assessments and scenario building. Clearly, such
levels of subsidence can magnify and bring forward the impact of SLR and should be factored in
to scenario building and threat assessments . At some extreme cases, merely regular high tide
can already cause flooding in coastal areas. Do note here that we did not map subsidence for the
CWR APACCT 20 Index as only some parts of cities face this threat and not others. That said, the
index does account for land subsidence by scoring cities that are sinking more than 1cm per year
– see index weightings in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”

Which other APAC cities face subsidence risk? All cities face some level of subsidence, but
some are worse off than others. The CWR APACCT 20 Index also identified Manila and Bangkok
to be more at risk from land subsidence. Although not as bad as Jakarta, they are nonetheless
sinking more than 1cm per year as shown in the chart below:
Land subsidence rate (cm/year)
25

Manila & Bangkok
also face material
subsidence

20
15
10
5
0

North Jakarta

Manila

Bangkok

Source: CWR, American Geophysical Union, Urbanland, World Economic Forum

Points to note are:
• Manila was sinking by an average of 3cm and as much as 6cm per year between 2003
and 2018 due to groundwater over-extraction and unchecked urbanisation.67 This
together with the 4x faster than global average SLR in Manila Bay could bring forward
the 1.5°C locked-in SLR impacts of 2.9m by a few hundred years.68
• Bangkok has been sinking by 2cm per year as the city is built on alternating layers of
soft clays and sand which exacerbates the impacts from groundwater over-extraction
and built-up urbanisation.69 The Royal Irrigation Department of Thailand estimated the
city will incur US$5bn of annual flood damages over the next 35 years.70
As Chanita Duangyiwa from Bangkok’s Chulalongkorn University warned – World Bank
estimates Bangkok to sink at a rate of 1.2mm-7.1mm per year but studies say the city
could be sinking up to 25mm per year. Her own research points to high-end SLR of
1.94m by 2050 and 3.9m by 2100 if the subsidence is unabated.71
How to stop land subsidence? A lesson from Tokyo: Fortunately, land subsidence is not
unsolvable. Tokyo was once perplexed by serious land subsidence, sinking by a total of 4.3m
from 1990 – 2013 and as much as 24cm in 1968.72 After identifying that over-extraction of
groundwater for agriculture was the underlying cause, the government put forward policies that
prioritised river water as the primary water source, introduced groundwater pumping restrictions,
and restored a healthy hydrological cycle by preventing groundwater flow obstruction and
expanding the recharge area.73 These actions successfully ceased the sinking since 1975 and
replenished groundwater levels.
Not all cities can be saved; for some, relocation is the more cost-effective alternative. As
discussed, Jakarta is in a precarious position. Despite government actions through the NCICD
(National Capital Integrated Coastal Development) to build a giant 32km wide sea wall to protect
the city from inundation as well as restoring groundwater levels for parts of the Jakarta basin,
the city is still sinking as groundwater extraction continues.74
In light of the seemingly irreversibility of the land subsidence, the government has announced it
will spend US$33bn to move the capital and its administrative functions to East Kalimantan on
Borneo in a bid to reduce pressure on Jakarta.75 Clearly, the huge carbon cost of cutting down
forests to clear a large swathe of land to accommodate the new administrative capital plus
the materials and energy involved must also be weighed. However, the reality is that moving
may become the only option as drastically reducing the land pressure or restoring groundwater
are not always feasible for large cities that are already saturated with people and building
infrastructure.

Bangkok could see SLR
of 1.94m by 2050; 3.9m
by 2100 if subsidence is
unabated

Subsidence is solvable
– Tokyo has done it

But not all cities can be
saved – moving parts of
Jakarta may be more
cost-effective
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There’s no escape!

Regulators lead structural changes in finance
Section 3
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There’s no escape! Regulators lead
structural changes in finance
68+ central banks acknowledge that climate change is a source of financial risk that
will lead to a structural change in financial systems. They are calling for action and warn
“catastrophic impacts of climate change are already visible” and “if companies and industries
fail to adjust to this new reality, they will fail to exist”.76 In 2020 alone, NGFS has so far released
7 reports pertaining to these risks. Mainstream investment bodies and regulators are also taking
action such as the Financial Stabilities Board (FSB), the International Association of Insurance
Supervisors (IAIS), Britain’s Prudential Regulation Authority (PRA), and China’s State Council.77

NGFS, a group of 68+
central banks recognise
inevitable structural
evolution in finance

We have been driving the conversation about water & climate risks for almost a decade
since we started writing sectoral water risk reports with HSBC in 2012 to building consensus
on water risk valuation in 2016. This led to co-authoring the water risk chapter in the firstever book on environmental risk analysis by financial institutions – “Green Finance Series –
Environmental Risk Analysis by Financial Institutions” published in 2018 by China’s Green
Finance Committee. By 2018 we expanded coverage to Asia with “No Water, No Growth”
highlighting freshwater threats to US$4.3trn of annual GDP to 16 countries. We added saltwater
threats in 2019 with “Are Asia’s Pension Funds Ready For Climate Change?” co-authored with
Manulife Asset Management and the Asia Investor Group on Climate Change, which assessed
the physical and regulatory risks from climate change for Asian pension funds, sovereign wealth
funds and central banks. In-depth fresh and saltwater threats were also assessed for CLSA U®
in their report “Thirsty And Underwater: Rising Risks In Greater Bay Area” in 2019.

Since 2012 we’ve been
building consensus on
water & climate risks…

We believe it’s time to price-in chronic tail risks. Deep engagement with the financial sector
has led us to believe that the sector is ready to factor in these risks. Although acute risks
have been previously recognised to impact sovereign credit ratings, Moody’s has also now
recognised the implications of chronic SLR risks in “Sea level rise poses long-term credit
threat to a number of sovereigns” report released in January 2020. In addition, BlackRock
has released reports on chronic water stress and acute storm risks. Moreover, the 100+ finance
experts we surveyed to create the CWR APACCT 20 Index overwhelmingly agree that tail risks
from coastal threats impact valuations – 97% “Strongly Agree” & “Agree” with its inclusion
in project valuations; 93% in sovereign ratings to a low of 89% in equity valuations. Proper
assessment of the risks are a must. Don’t just see this as a downside, they could also lead to
new financial products and risk management tools – for example, BlackRock’s climate riskadjusted sovereign bond ETF launched in October 2020.78

The finance sector is
now ready...

It’s not if, but when – central banks will drive chronic risks to be factored in or else
all valuations are off + negative financial feedback loop will perpetuate. Pushing for
accountability of such chronic risks will result in a recalibration of risks with valuation
adjustments across the board. Proper pricing allows for smart allocation of capital away from
sectors that increase such risks towards sectors that prevent them. Pricing in chronic risks
that are guaranteed in our future will also allow governments and corporates to fast-track both
adaptation and decarbonisation measures. By doing all this to ensure financial resiliency, the
sector will protect millions of livelihoods & savings. The financial sector thus has a key role
to play. We must do all of this before it’s too late. Not convinced/don’t know how to start?
Continue reading...

NGFS will lead the way
& all valuations will be
adjusted…

…we started with China
& freshwater threats
…we’ve expanded to
Asia & saltwater threats

89%+ from our survey
agree that coastal
threats will impact all
valuations…
…but opportunities
pervade

…allowing for better
allocation of capital +
fast-tracked adaptation
& decarbonisation to
protect capital
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Central banks through NGFS leads the way
In May, June and September this year the NGFS published seven new reports showing how committed regulators are
to tackle environmental risks. As Frank Elderson, Chair of the NGFS and executive board member of De Nederlandsche Bank
says in May when two of the reports were published: “Even under the current challenging circumstances of the pandemic crisis,
we should not lose sight of the fact that climate change and environmental issues remain as urgent and vital as ever. Action is
urgently needed, also from a financial risk perspective. With these two publications, the 66 central banks and supervisors and
the 12 observers involved in the NGFS show that they are fully determined to continue their work to address climate-related
and environmental risks”.79 We have summarised the major points from these report below pertaining to water risks in case you
missed them…
1. Assess water risks in both categories: 1) climate-related; and 2) environmental-related. Last year, NGFS’ first report
categorised water risks into two areas: climate-related risks include event-driven water risks such as droughts, floods and
storm surges whereas environmental-related risks include water scarcity, pollution and stress and other underlying basin
risks. This separate classification of water risks has led to a misunderstanding of what is being assessed. The good news
is that the NGFS is now calling for focus on both climate risks and environmental degradation, whereas they had previously
focused on climate related risks. Water risks must be considered holistically or there’s a danger of risks “falling between
the cracks”.80
2. Water transition risks related to government regulatory action are finally recognised. The category of water transition
risks caused by regulatory action or inaction to adapt were ignored. They are now finally recognised by NGFS – transition
risks now include those from “government action aimed at regulating the supply of available water through extraction
restrictions or pricing”. These waternomic regulations include industrial water allocation, equipment upgrades, factory
shutdowns, tighter wastewater discharge permits, tiered water pricing to optimising industrial sectors to water availability
in the basin.80
3. No bank is immune – credit will be affected; geo-locational analysis is a must. Our current financial system is not set
up to deal with impacts of climate change; it did not have to. However, with the rise of water risks and their significant
impacts, each loan/asset will need to be geo-tagged and analysed by basin. This will be a costly and mammoth task,
but one that has to be done to ensure financial resilience. The cost of inaction on this front is unthinkable and the NGFS
states that climate change could lead to the repricing of assets on bank balance sheets, thus reducing a bank’s ability to
provide credit to the economy. Worse still, a central bank’s ability to use interest rates to pump and prime an economy hit
by climate disasters could be limited especially when rates are already low.80
4. Lack of insurance coverage will leave banks exposed. The NGFS has recognised the increasing likelihood of nocoverage risk. Specifically, it points to the potential reduction in insurance coverage due to withdrawal or increased
premiums due to the physical risks, as a risk for the rest of the financial system. Insurers can stop writing policies due
to the increasing frequency of these events in vulnerable regions. This leaves banks exposed with uninsured assets and
mortgages. This has already happened in the US and Europe – 9,000 households in flood-prone areas in England and
Wales were excluded from a flood insurance subsidy agreement and insurers are pulling out of wildfire-prone regions in
California.80
5. Now what? Less green & brown; more water risk assessments. Going forward, expect to see NGFS steer the focus
away from obsessing over what’s “green & brown” to risk assessments of all types of water risks in different scenarios –
NGFS has already started as they’ve developed various climate scenarios with different chronic and acute physical risks
plus transition risks.80
6. Examples of environmental risk analysis by financial institutions but they exclude chronic risks. The latest report is
an excellent easy-to-read guide of various valuation/assessment methodologies carried out/piloted by the sector so far.
But it falls short on both freshwater and SLR fronts. Although these were classified as chronic risks in the report with the
potential to impact the financial sector – there were no examples of assessments of such risks.10 Like Dr. Ma said in our
interview with him earlier this year: “not everyone is on the same page – many financial institutions (FIs) are not yet well
informed on the importance of the Environmental Risk Analysis”.81 This blank slate is especially worrying given grim climate
news82 – see next page.
A finance evolution is inevitable, and it will happen sooner than you think. It’s time for asset owners, asset managers, banks
and insurers to roll up their sleeves and assess the sobering impacts of water risks. Sooner or later, they will have to do this – their
regulators would demand it as not doing anything could trigger financial collapse.
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But starting from near blank slate for SLR chronic risks
However, the latest NGFS report does not have an example for SLR. As the chart below
shows from the September 2020 NGFS report titled “Overview of Environmental Risk Analysis
by Financial Institutions” even though SLR is classified as a chronic risk with the potential to
impact the financial sector, no examples of such risk assessments made it into the main report
as per the table below.
.10

EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS TRANSMITTED
TO FI FINANCIAL RISKS
Financial Risks
for FIs

Environmental risks
Physical Risks

Extreme
weather events

Market Risk

Credit Risk

Liquidity Risk

Other risks

➊

➊
➋

➋

➊
➋

Sub-categories
Tropical cyclones/Typhoons
Floods
Winter storms

1

Heat waves

➌
➍
➎

Droughts
Wildfires
Ecosystems pollutions

➌

Hailstorms
Soil degradation and pollution

➏

Water pollution
Marine pollution
Environmental accidents

➐

➐

➑

➑

➒

➒

➓

➓

➐

Sea-level rise

3

The regulators are still
at the start of the
journey…

Water scarcity
Deforestation

Desertification

Transition Risks

Public policy change

Sub-categories
Energy transition policies

The materiality of
chronic tail risks have
been recognised but
there are no examples
of how to assess
them…

Pollution control regulation

2

Technological changes

Polices on resource conservation
Clean energy technologies
Energy saving technologies
Clean transportation
Other green technologies

Shifting sentiment

➓

Disruptive business model

Note: Examples of other risks include operational risk, legal risk, underwriting risk and liability risk.
Note the above is Table 2 of the NGFS report “Overview of Environmental Risk Analysis by Financial Institutions” September 2020
Sources: adapted from G20 Green Finance Study Group (2017); NGFS (2019a); Ma et al (2018); CICERO (2017); Caldecott et al.
(2013); EIOPA (2019).

Key points to note are:
1. There are multiple examples of acute risk assessments across financial risk types.
There were five case studies for extreme weather events including typhoons, floods,
heatwaves, droughts and wildfires.
2. Multiple case studies for carbon transition risks for market, credit and liquidity risks.
There are three case studies for transition risks from energy transition policies and clean
energy technologies to shifting sentiment.
3. Zero examples of chronic SLR risks. SLR does not have one case study across any of the
types of financial risks, and the same goes for other types of chronic risks such as water
scarcity, deforestation and desertification.
Combination of “too complex” + “not a big deal” + “have a long time to deal with this”
has led to complacency in assessing chronic risks despite NGFS acknowledgment.
Unfortunately, this means that a huge chunk of risks are unaccounted for. Instead the sector
has favoured the assessment of carbon transition risks which are less complicated. Assessing
one set of risks but not the other does not provide the complete picture of the risk landscape
and the wrong investment decisions are being made. If we don’t start accounting for chronic
risks valuation gaps will continue to widen and negative feedback loops will perpetuate.

…yet there are multiple
examples for assessing
acute and carbon
transition risks

Chronic risks are more
complex, but we can’t
keep putting off their
valuations…
…we do not have time
as we’ll hit 1.5°C 70
years earlier than
expected
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Valuation gaps in chronic risks widen with time
All assets vulnerable to
coastal threats are
overvalued…
…SLR overhang demands
“freehold-to-leasehold”
adjustment

As multi-metre SLR is
imminent, chronic SLR
risks must be factored in
A 5m storm tide today is
a 6-8m storm tide by
2100 if SLR is included

Chronic coastal tail risks clearly create a permanent overhang that warrants fundamental
adjustments across financial valuations – this includes discount rates, terminal value in
valuation models and sovereign credit ratings. In essence, everything in vulnerable areas
will be changed from “freehold to leasehold” and since leaseholds never command the
same valuation, adjustments to valuations must be made. All risks are currently severely
undervalued as we are mispricing them on multiple fronts:
1. Chronic risks from rapid SLR & subsidence are not accounted for. Historically, SLR has
been marginal (in centimetres not metres) so the financial sector could afford to ignore it in risk
assumptions. But now, the physical risk landscape is fast changing due to climate change. We
will see multi-metre SLR sooner than we think; worse still subsidence in many Asian cities will
further accelerate the timeline of permanent multi-metre inundation to 2050;
2. Acute storm surge risks “sit on top of chronic risks” so all acute risks are also mispriced
if SLR risks ignored. Acute storm surge risks are often valued in isolation. Previously this
was not a problem as chronic SLR risks were negligible. But now, a 5m storm tide today
could become a 6-8m storm tide by 2100 if SLR is included. Thus, if SLR is being left out,
the risk from acute storm surges are also undervalued;
3. Valuation gaps for both mispriced chronic & acute risks widen with time. Since the
magnitude of SLR & storm risks are predicted to rise with time, valuation gaps will only
widen the longer we fail to adjust for them – see chart below;

MISPRICING OF COASTAL THREATS ON MULTIPLE FRONTS
HISTORIC FINANCIAL RISK LANDSCAPE
Acute risk
assumptions

Underlying
chronic tail risk
assumptions

The financial sector currently factors in acute (event-driven) physical
risk assumptions on top of flat underlying chronic tail risks. Historically,
this was acceptable as chronic coastal threats were not rising….

NEW FINANCIAL RISK LANDSCAPE

More frequents & bigger
storms = no insurance
coverage & acute risks
become chronic…

Rising underlying
chronic tail risks

Rising risks

Risks are only rising so
chronic & acute
valuations gaps will
widen over time

Source: CWR

Not factoring in rising
chronic tail risks =
Widening gap
between underlying
chronic tail risk
provisions & reality

…But chronic tail risks from coastal threats are now rising and will exacerbate
all risks including acute (event-driven) risks. Thus finance must…
1. Increase assumptions for underlying chronic tail risks in forecasts
as threats from sea level rise are increasing with grim news coming
from our polar regions; and
2. Account for storm events in the long term as chronic risks
because when storms become more intense and start occurring
annually insurers will no longer cover such risks.
The longer it takes to adjust, the wider the gap becomes between
all risk assumptions and the reality of these underlying chronic tail
risks, which leaves the sector exposed.
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Regardless of storm
size as SLR rises, even
a small storm will have
big impacts

4. Acute storm surge risks eventually turn into chronic risks. When storms become more
intense & start occurring annually, they will no longer be treated as acute but chronic risks
as insurers will no longer cover such risks. Regardless of intensity and frequency of storms,
as we see multi-metre SLR, even a 1m storm tide will make a big difference; and

Sectorial risk spreads
do not mitigate coastal
threats…

5. Geo-locational coastal threats = clustered risks in key cities/manufacturing hubs;
this compounds undervaluation risks. Coastal threats are locational risks, so it is not
uncommon to find a clustering of such risks in key capitals and cities and/or manufacturing/
trade hubs that are vulnerable to coastal threats. Financial capital is thus likely to be
clustered in these hotspots yet, banks do not appear to have adjusted their credit analysis
to take into account such clustered chronic risks. Such clustering of economic activity is
particularly prevalent in APAC – as can be seen from the impacts described in our index and
analysis on sovereign impacts, sector spread of risks will not matter as SLR risks are sector
agnostic. Please see “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index” and “Sovereigns
at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”.

…geo-locational
analysis required to
reveal clustered risks;
but currently not part of
assessment framework
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Central banks must act as entire banking system at risk
Are capital adequacy ratios enough? Given that both acute and chronic risks are likely
mispriced plus significant clustered risks ignored, banks’ provisioning for shocks on our
current climate path may not be enough. So either the tolerance for losses will have to increase
along with capital adequacy ratios or the finance sector will have to start changing its capital
allocations to spread risks. The irony is that in properly mapping their exposure to SLR risks,
banks will likely fast track their divestment of carbon intensive industries to deliver a more
manageable 2°C pathway.

CAR ratios may need to
be revisited across
APAC…

It’s not only bank balance sheets and deposit savings under threat but all savings and
pension funds due to sectoral clustering and bias in indices – finance, real estate and
sectors that rely on trade all make up a large part of APAC indices.83 Such exposure has been
highlighted in “Are Asia’s Pension Funds Ready For Climate Change?”, a report co-authored
with Manulife Asset Management and the Asia Investor Group on Climate Change.

…it’s not just banks, but
pension funds may also
be impacted

Banks must also assess government adaptation efforts or the lack of as these could
reduce/increase risks. If sovereign credit ratings are not adjusted for chronic risks, banks must
assess government adaptation efforts as the lack of such will leave clustered assets exposed.
Don’t assume governments are acting; our analyses find that some are not doing as much as
they can – for more on what’s at risk in the economies of these 20 cities and to find out what
government are/are not doing to protect their cities, please see “Sovereigns at Risk: APAC
Capital Threats”. Central banks can play a key role in coordinating national exposure
and input into government adaptation plans to facilitate the protection of key regions to
ensure financial resiliency.

Sovereigns must be
adjusted if govts not
adapting…

Central banks must act as bank blind spots over mispriced & clustered risks can trigger
systemic failure. The allocation of the entire finance industry of a country will likely be skewed
towards capital cities and economic hubs and since banks are currently not mapping such risks,
central banks and regulators cannot implement prudent protection for their depositors. Central
banks and regulators will demand a recalibration of risks as not accounting for them only means
that 1) valuation gaps will continue to widen and 2) negative finance feedback loops (see next
page) will perpetuate – both only add more risks for banks. The cost of inaction on this front
is unthinkable and central banks will move to protect savings and bring about structural
change to adapt to the new risk landscape.
Structural change in financial analysis is inevitable – it’s time to start adapting NOW. Given
the rise in significant threats, loans/assets will need to be geo-tagged and analysed by basin.
This will be a costly and mammoth task, but one that has to be done to ensure financial resilience.
Banks will become increasingly blind every year we are not mapping water risk exposure, as
these risks only accelerate and increase. This is when bankers can be heroes – it’s time to face
reality and hit the much-needed reset button on capital revaluations and reallocations. Start
with valuation tips in the box below or check out the next steps for regulators and banks
in “Waterproofing APAC to Avoid Atlantis”.

…central banks must
facilitate adaptation as
assets & savings must
be protected

The longer we wait, the
worse it becomes as:
1) valuation gaps widen
2) negative finance
feedback loops pervade

Capital revaluation &
reallocation is a mammoth
task but central banks
must bite the bullet +
hit reset

How to assess chronic SLR tail risks
• Use index to see risk spread across APAC: As the index ranks the 20 APAC cities against coastal threats it shows which
cities are most and least at risk with/without government adaptation action;
• Use index to identify hotspots: As some cities are more at risk than others from physical coastal threats as well as relatively
less government adaptation action, these cities can be easily identified as hotspots especially if significant investment is
already located there;
• Use index to assess worst-case scenario: Given current climate path our 1.5°C index for locked-in SLR can be used
to assess the worst-case scenario we will experience by 2100, and our 4°C index can be used to assess the worst-case
scenario we will experience by 2200 at a broad level; and
• For hotspots build in-depth base & worst-case SLR plus extreme storm tide scenarios: We recommend for the hotspots
to use more granular data to assess coastal risks. For more please see Section 4 – “How to build scenarios for SLR tail
risks & event-driven storm tides”, which also has on overview on how to use our index.
For the development of the index & finance sector feedback see “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”. For
economies at risk in the 20 cities & 14 countries/territories see “Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”
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Negative finance feedback loop
Prioritising carbon over chronic risks leads to false sense of security. Assessing one set of risks but not the other will provide an
incomplete picture of the risk landscape. Because of this, wrong investment decisions are being made that will add to risks and
perpetuate bad decisions. This negative finance feedback loop will continue until chronic physical risks are assessed and the
sector can make the proper risk comparisons. The current loop is explained in the diagram below:

BREAKING THE NEGATIVE FEEDBACK LOOP WILL BENEFIT EVERYONE
Negative feedback loops perpetuate as finance currently only compares losses from carbon transition risk
at 1.5°C vs 4°C and some acute risks, so continues to support carbon intensive industries
LOSSES FROM
ACUTE & CHRONIC
RISKS

LOSSES FROM
CARBON
TRANSITION RISK

Investment
options

Business UNusual

1.5ºC

FINANCE
SECTOR

Business-as-Usual
(Current path)

Source: CWR

4ºC

Carbon transition risks assessed

High
$ loss

+

Low
$ loss

Low
$ loss

+

High
$ loss

Remember to
compare ALL
losses (carbon
+ physical)
at 1.5°C vs 4°C
PLUS
opportunities

Chronic risks ignored so far

Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Perpetuating the negative loop:
1.On our current climate path of 4°C, carbon transition risks will be negligible (US$16bn in Asia),83 but physical impact risks are
high, especially from chronic SLR risks. But because the sector is not fully accounting for the rising tail risks as explained
previously in “Valuation gaps in chronic risks widen with time” from the latter set of risks, it continues to support businessas-usual as it believes it can reap the benefits. This means not only are carbon intensive industries being supported, but
locations that are highly vulnerable to future chronic tail risks continue to see capital inflows.
2.Unfortunately, allocating capital to business-as-usual and carbon intensive sectors only increases physical risks by reaffirming
commitment to a 4°C pathway.
Breaking the negative loop:
3. If banks actually factored in tail risks from coastal threats, they will realise that the costs of 4°C chronic & acute physical risks
are dramatically larger than the costs of 4°C carbon transition risks.
4. In fact, the costs of 4°C chronic & acute physical risks will be larger than the costs of 1.5°C carbon transition risks. According
to Carbon Delta, the carbon transition cost of a 1.5°C scenario is US$221bn in Asia83 – surely this is worth spending
considering just 20 cities in APAC generating US$5.7trn of GDP annually will be severely impacted at 4°C.
5. Indeed, the costs of 1.5°C carbon transition risks will likely be lower than the costs of 1.5°C chronic & acute physical risks
of coastal threats where 20/23 ports and almost half the 25 airports will be underwater. Central banks must regulate to break
this negative finance loop. The financial sector knows that SLR risks are here to stay but have yet to factor them in and the
“blank slate approach toward chronic risks will persist.
Central banks must regulate to break this negative finance loop. The financial sector knows that SLR risks are here to stay
but have yet to factor them in and the “blank slate approach toward chronic risks will persist. Central banks and regulators must
step up to address this with actions that break the loop otherwise the negative finance feedback loop will send us headlong into
a dire 5°C Atlantean future by 2100.
The longer we wait, the harder it becomes. This is a mammoth task, but we need to start now because all valuations with
their infinite assumptions of terminal values are currently wrong. Also, finance must be more realistic with the scenarios and
impacts it is assessing against for both carbon and physical climate risks to break the loop. As can be seen from Section 2,
plausible SLR by 2100 can be 2-3x that of IPCC’s estimates. If you don’t know how to build these scenarios we explain it all in
“Unpacking IPCC scenarios – what they include & what they don’t” as well as “5 tips to assess asset-level SLR & storm
tides” in Section 3.
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Finance evolution has started… get on board!
It’s happening whether we like it or not. Here we have summarised the developments by regulators, the financial sector and
wider stakeholders in a “financial evolution roadmap” in case you haven’t had the time to catch up on the numerous reports
released since 2018. Please note that not all reports from finance on water and climate risks have been included, only those we
believe are important; we have also highlighted that we see as catalytic. Structural changes in the financial sector to adapt for the
new landscape has started – it’s time to get on board! Don’t know where to start? See our recommendations and next steps in
“Waterproofing APAC to Avoid Atlantis” or contact us at info@chinawaterrisk.org and we will assess these chronic risks for you!

Roadmap of financial evolution since 2018

Oct 2018

Four Twenty Seven and GeoPhy “Climate Risk, Real Estate,
and the Bottom Line”
Assessed the exposure to the physical impacts of climate change of
73,500 properties owned by 321 listed Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REITs). Results show that 35% of REITs properties are exposed to
climate hazards and those concentrated in Hong Kong and
Singapore display the highest exposure to rising seas.

Feb 2019

Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership (CISL)
“Physical risk framework: Understanding the impacts of climate
change on real estate lending and investment portfolios”
Demonstrates how the risk analysis tools of the insurance industry
can inform other parts of the financial sector. Also demonstrates the
role of adaptation in to reduce the impacts of these risks.

April 2019

Network for Greening the Financial System “A call for action –
Climate change as a source of financial risk”
First comprehensive report of NGFS which recognised that climate-related risks are a source of financial risks and should come under the
purview of regulators. The report provided recommendations for the
integration of climate-related risks into micro-prudential supervision
including submitting financial institutions to prospective stress tests.

Aug 2019

CWR for CLSA U® “Thirsty And Underwater: Rising Risks In
Greater Bay Area”
The Greater Bay Area (GBA) is slated for ambitious growth yet the
report explores how water risks and climate threats (RCP 8.5) could
threaten this. For example, as early as 2030 these rising risks such as
sea level rise and storm surges could threaten key sectors that drive
the region’s GDP, which was US$1.6trn in 2018.

Nov 2019

Trucost (part of S&P Global) Climate Change Physical Risk analytics
15,000 companies representing 99% of global markets were
evaluated. Results showed that almost 60% of companies in the
S&P 500® and more than 40% of companies in the S&P Global
1200 have assets that are at high risk of at least one type of
climate-change physical risks.

Jan 2020

Bank of International Settlements “The Green Swan: Central
banking and financial stability in the age of climate change”
Current backward-looking risk assessments cannot anticipate “green
swan” risks which are extremely financially disruptive events that
could create the next systemic financial crisis. Therefore, central
banks have a role to play to address this; one being to coordinate the
measures to fight climate change from mitigation to the integration of
sustainability into financial practices.

Apr 2018

China’s Green Finance Committee “Green Finance Series –
Environmental Risk Analysis by Financial Institutions”
The “first-ever book about environmental risk analysis” for financial
institutions. The book introduces environmental risk analysis &
management for commercial banks, asset management companies
and insurance companies. It also elaborates on a large number of
global case studies and corresponding methodologies for environmental risk analysis, including risks brought on by water scarcity,
flood, drought, air pollution, global warming and others. CWR was
invited by Dr Ma Jun, the head of the GFC, to co-author the water
risk chapter of the book.

Jan 2019

De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB) “Values at risk? Sustainability
risks and goals in the Dutch financial sector”
Assessed the exposures of Dutch financial institutions to extreme
water stress by mapping the level of water stress at the geographical
locations of the 2,000 largest businesses in equity portfolios (900,000
business facilities). The study found that 20% of the financial sectors’
exposures are located in extremely water stressed regions.

Apr 2019

CWR, Manulife Asset Management and Asia Investor Group on
Climate Change “Are Asia’s pension funds read for climate change?”
Asian pension funds already face shortfalls due to an ageing population,
and this could be exacerbated by water and climate risks to their
investments. To better navigate the new risk landscape, the report
identifies five key water and climate risks to illustrate how the portfolios
of Asian asset owners might be affected.

Apr 2019

BlackRock “Getting physical: Scenario analysis for
assessing climate-related risks”
Considers the impacts of four climate scenarios (RCP 2.6, 4.5, 6 and
8.5) and their physical and transition impact on the creditworthiness
of US state and local bond issuers; the commercial real estate
sector; and the electric utility sector.

Sept 2019

Zurich Insurance Group “Managing the impacts of climate
change: risk management responses – second edition”
Zurich recommends developing and acting upon a climate resilience
adaptation strategy due to the speed of climate change.

Jan 2020

Moody’s "Sovereigns -- Global: Sea level rise poses long-term credit
threat to a number of sovereigns"
Economic shocks stemming from rising sea levels pose a
long-term risk to the sovereign credit ratings of dozens of
countries which have large areas at risk of submersion.

Jan 2020

McKinsey Global Institute “Climate risk and response: Physical
hazards and socioeconomic impacts”
Report focusses on physical climate risks over the next three decades
based on RCP 8.5 (no further decarbonization). Greater understanding of
climate risk could make long-duration borrowing unavailable, impact
insurance cost and availability, and reduce terminal values. This could
trigger capital reallocation and asset repricing.
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Feb 2020

Verisk Maplecroft “2020 Environmental Risk Outlook”
Examined the risks to 500 cities globally from rising sea levels (RCP 8.5 –
as world’s carbon footprint continues to swell in line). Finds that 11 of the
15 most at-risk cities are in Asia with Guangzhou most vulnerable across China the report estimates that US$348bn of GDP and 7.8 million
people are in vulnerable coastal areas.

Mar 2020

Bank of England staff working paper “High water, no marks? Biased
lending after extreme weather”
Examines how lenders account for extreme weather by analysing
mortgage and property transactions around a severe flood event in
England in 2013–14. Report shows that lender valuations do not adjust
for price declines in neighbourhoods that experience prolonged flooding
even though market information is available. Climate risks not being
priced-in to mortgage lending adds to the debate of regulators taking
further action to ensure the soundness of financial institutions.

May 2020

Network for Greening the Financial System (Technical document)
2 reports: “Guide for Supervisors: Integrating climate-related and
environmental risks into prudential supervision” and “Status report on
financial institutions’ experiences: from working with green,
non-green and brown financial assets and a potential risk differential”
Guide sets out five recommendations with case studies for members of
NGFS to integrate climate-related and environmental risks into their work.
The reports do not solely focus on climate risks (e.g. extreme weather
and SLR) but also on environmental degradation (e.g. water stress and
pollution) and acknowledges the connections and overlap between them.
In addition, water transition risks are added as a potential risk, i.e.
government action to regulate the supply of water. Case studies show
that regulators have started to map assets against physical risks and may
be expecting financial institutions to do this to ensure all risks are being
considered and planned for.

June 2020

CERES “Addressing climate as a systemic risk: A call to
action for U.S. financial regulators”
Outlines how and why U.S. financial regulators, who are
responsible for protecting the stability and competitiveness of the
U.S. economy, need to recognize and act on climate change as a
systemic risk.

June 2020

Hong Kong Monetary Authority “White Paper on Green and
Sustainable Banking”
Discusses HKMA’s current thinking about its supervisory
approach to addressing climate-related issues plus broader
sustainability issues. SLR is touched upon but the focus is on the
impact of storm surges which is important given the significant
exposure of the HK banking sector to the property market.

July 2020

Oxford Economics “Modelling the economic cost of global warming”
Findings show that the economic impact of future climate change will
severely impact the livelihood of populations in a large number of countries –
some catastrophically. In aggregate, the report finds that 3°C of warming by
2100 could reduce the level of global GDP in 2100 by 21%.

July 2020

BlackRock “Troubled waters: Water stress risks to portfolios”
Developed an index using real-time and forward-looking indicators to assess
long-term risks relating to climate change and nature loss at a country level.
The index blends nature, physical and transition risk exposures.

Sept 2020

Fitch Rating “Water Risks and Sovereign Ratings”
Finds that water risks are likely to become a more important sovereign
rating driver over the medium to long term, particularly in the event of
severe climate change. Also finds that countries in the Middle East and
Mediterranean basin are particularly exposed to droughts and water
stress while several south Asian and African countries are especially
exposed to flood risks.

Sept 2020

UNEP FI & Acclimatise “Charting a New Climate: State-of-the-art
tools and data for banks to assess credit risks and opportunities
from physical climate change impacts”
Report describes tools and data for assessment of physical climate-related risks and opportunities by banks. Includes case studies from 39
participating banks, the report investigates leading practices on critical
topics related to the physical impacts of climate change. The report also
gives financial institutions an expanded toolbox with which to approach
this important work.
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Jan 2020

World Economic Forum “The Global Risks Report 2020”
For the first time in the history of the Global Risks Perception Survey, the
top five global risks in terms of likelihood are all environmental. In
addition, three of the top five risks by impact are also environmental.
“Failure of climate change mitigation and adaptation” is the number one
risk by impact and number two by likelihood over the next 10 years,
according to the survey.

Feb 2020

Banco de Mexico and UNEP Inquiry “Climate and environmental
risks and opportunities in Mexico’s financial system from diagnosis
to action”
A first in-depth study and survey of 66 financial institutions (FIs) to analyse
the ability of Mexican FIs to identify, plan for and address climate and
environmental risks. Study provides recommendations to speed up
change and required actions to increase green finance flows into the
Mexican economy.

Apr 2020

IMF (2020) Global Financial Stability Report: Markets in the Time
of COVID-19
The chapters on “Climate Change: Physical Risk and Equity Prices”
acknowledges that the impacts of climate change could threaten financial
stability. However, public equity valuations currently do not reflect the severity
of climate change even though these could cost US$1 trillion annually.

May 2020

Mazars “How banks are responding to the financial risks of
climate change”
Assessment of 30 large banks shows that the key focus of climate risks
continues to be on transition risks instead of physical risks; scenario
analysis is only being “piloted” and disclosure is not comparable and
cannot be found in mainstream reporting.

May 2020

IIGCC “Understanding physical climate risks and opportunities – a
guide for investors” and “Addressing physical climate risks: key
steps for asset owners and asset managers”
Guidance covering five steps for institutional investors to take in starting
to identify, assess, monitor and manage physical climate risks.

June 2020

Network for Greening the Financial System (Technical document)
4 reports: “NGFS climate scenarios for central banks and supervisors”
“Guide to climate scenario analysis for central banks and supervisors”
“Climate change and monetary policy: initial takeaways”
“The macroeconomic and financial stability impacts of climate change:
research priorities”
Four reports to assist NGFS members on tackling the impacts of climate
change within their jurisdictions. This includes
• Setting out the different climate scenarios and their potential economic
impacts as well as how to use them;
• The impact of climate change on monetary policy and potential changes to
tackle these; and
• Potential future research to fill gaps to ensure comprehensive financial
system risk assessment as well as implications for macroeconomic
assessment and monetary policy.

July 2020

Ninety One & WWF “Climate & Nature Sovereign Index”
Developed an index using real-time and forward-looking indicators
to assess long-term risks relating to climate change and nature loss
at a country level. The index blends nature, physical and transition
risk exposures.

Aug 2020

McKinsey “Climate risk and response in Asia”threat to a number of
sovereigns"
A high-level overview of the range of climate hazards in Asia and how
these hazards and their impacts could play out differently in different
areas. Impacts are evaluated across five systems: workability and
livability, food systems, physical assets, infrastructure services, and
natural capital.

Sep 2020

Network for Greening the Financial System “Overview of Environmental Risk Analysis by Financial Institutions”
Provides wide-ranging examples of how environmental risks translate into
financial risks, and an in-depth review of the tools and methodologies for
environmental risk analysis (ERA) used by financial institutions. SLR is
identified as a chronic risk but no tool/methodology is included for it.

How to build scenarios

SLR tail risks & event-driven storm tides
Section 4
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How to build scenarios for SLR tail risks &
event-driven storm tides
Science gaps + not
prepared govts &
finance compound risks

It is clear that coastal threats are interlinked and pose significant risks. As such, regulators
and the wider financial sector have started to recognise that they could bring about chronic
and acute physical risks that could trigger systemic shocks to the system as discussed in the
previous section. The lack of adaptation preparedness for such risks by governments as well
as the financial sector also compounds the risks. Scientific research and knowledge gaps also
do not help plus the fact that scientists and bankers rarely communicate, has added to finance
lagging in the assessment of such chronic but significant risks.

So we’ve built an index
to kickstart APAC risk
assessments…
…with input from 100+
experts (banks to PMs)

We have thus built the CWR APACCT 20 Index to help the financial sector start assessing
absolute and relative chronic tail risks from coastal threats for 20 APAC capitals and key cities
so that they can be factored into sovereign and corporate credit risk ratings as well as equity/
project valuations. The index was built with consensus input from finance professionals – chairs/
directors of bank boards to research analysts as well as financial industry associations, asset
owners and financial regulators – all gave feedback on index development.

Analysed stacked SLR
risks for 4 scenarios
+ storm surge
+ subsidence
+ govt adaptation

Although far from perfect, it is a start and does map stacked SLR risks for four climate
scenarios (1.5°C, 2°C, 3°C and 4°C) for 20 APAC cities across key indicators of population,
land area, ports, airports, CBD & stock exchanges. Storm surge threats from typhoons/tropical
cyclones/hurricanes, exposure to subsidence, plus government adaptation actions to reduce
physical risks have also been assessed and included. There are many gaps in assessment
methodologies, science, availability of consistent data, and so on. But we had to start
somewhere, so we overcame challenges by building consensus through finance feedback.

Benchmarking reveals
risk spread for capital
reallocation…

Use our index to assess capital allocation exposure & identify hotspots for scenario
building. We believe this finance-driven and practical index can be used to re-assess tail risks
and re-think long term capital allocation decisions. While our index can also help governments,
finance and corporates to understand the relative and absolute risks facing different cities, more
in-depth analysis is required for specific locations that are most at risk, especially if you are
heavily vested there or are planning to do so. The index can thus be used to identify hotspots
which can then undergo more vigorous scenario analyses with more granular data.

…but more vigorous
scenario analysis
needed for hotspots

Stuck on accuracy of
storm models/RCP
scenarios?
We unpack these next

Building scenarios is easier said than done as we realised there is much confusion about
temperature and RCP scenarios. There’s also a fixation over the accuracy of the timing and
location of the storm hit versus the height of storm tides which will dictate the actual physical
damage caused. Confusion also persists over whether to use SLR estimates to gauge risks as
they can be overly conservative as discussed in Section 2. We therefore cover how to build
scenarios for both SLR tail risks and event-driven storm tides in this section in detail and unpack
RCP scenarios as well.
Don’t forget to check out the CWR APACCT 20 Index as it’ll give you an idea of where to
start. We recommend you read this section along with “CWR APACCT 20 Index Results &
Rankings” as well as “How to use the CWR APACCT 20 Index for worst-case benchmarking”
in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”. You may also wish to consult “CWR
APACCT 20 Index City Factsheets” which contain at-a-glance SLR exposure stats and maps
as well as index rankings for each of the 20 APAC cities.
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5 tips to assess asset-level SLR & storm tides
Valuation is an art, not a science and risks are significant enough to warrant adjustment.
We need to urgently start assessing the impacts of these risks so that finance, governments and
corporates have a better idea of their exposure to coastal threats. Below are five tips on how to
assess what’s at risk to coastal threats – they focus on SLR and storm surge risks and we hope
this kickstarts the conversation to reach a consensus on how to value chronic SLR and storm
surge threats …
1. Use realistic scenarios – know the impacts of where we are & where we are going. As
discussed in Section 1, the WMO Secretary-General warned of a warming path of 3°C-5°C.
Financial consensus from our survey showed that 69% of those surveyed thought that a
3°C-4°C was “very likely” and “likely”. Unless we push through emission cuts equivalent to
suffering a decade of COVID-19, the target of 1.5°C by 2100 is wishful thinking. If you have
not yet read “Fast & furious warming trigger locked-in impacts now” in Section 1, it’ll
give you a quick overview on where we are on warming. The fact that we are likely to reach
this 70 years earlier means that we should treat impacts for 1.5°C as the best-case and
4°C as the base case. For example, the CWR APACCT 20 Index reflects the locked-in tail
risks for two temperature scenarios:
The best-case

The base case

1.5°C CWR APACCT 20 Index reflects
the coastal threat landscape we will
likely lock-in by 2030.

4°C CWR APACCT 20 Index reflects the
coastal threat landscape we will likely lock-in
by 2100 under current climate pathway.

Since IPCC scenarios are often used in scenario building, it is important to get on top of
these. IPCC’s scenarios are emission path-based so picking the one that corresponds to
the right temperature range is key. We recommend RCP8.5 as the base case – see why in
“Unpacking IPCC scenarios - what they include and what they don’t”.
2. Use local SLR, adjust for latest data for SLR projections and factor in subsidence &
tides. As discussed in Section 2, the IPCC–SROCC provides the most up-to-date global
SLR projections up to 2100, but local SLR data can differ from this set of GMSL because
seas do not rise uniformly. Regional differences can be ±30% of GMSL. So clearly using
local SLR estimates are best.
In addition, since IPCC’s SLR estimates are considered “conservative” by scientists and
recent grim news from the cryosphere points to accelerated melt and an outlying plausible
reality of multi-metre SLR as early as 2100, local numbers should be adjusted up for the
latest science. Adjusting for the latest set of grim news from our cryosphere can also be
made by adjusting the timeline of impact. For example, the 1.5°C CWR APACCT 20 Index
could be used as worst-case scenario for 2100 – for more, please refer to “How to use the
CWR APACCT 20 Index for worst-case benchmarking” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR
APACCT 20 Index”.

To kickstart asset-level
assessments – here are
5 tips…

Target of 1.5°C by 2100
is wishful thinking…
… we recommend 1.5°C
as the best-case and
4°C as the base case

Re IPCC scenarios – we
recommend RCP8.5

Regional differences
can be ±30% of GMSL

Grim polar news = SLR
should be adjusted up
+ impact timeline moved

Worse still, some cities are sinking – a few cm per year adds up, bringing forward SLR
impacts. As discussed in Section 2’s “Land subsidence magnifies SLR & storm surge
risks”, North Jakarta’s sinking means it will likely face 2.37m of SLR as early as 2050. Local
studies in Bangkok have also shown that its sinking could accelerate SLR – projected SLR
can be as high as 1.94m by 2050; and 3.9m by 2100 – please see Section 2 for more.

Subsidence magnifies
SLR & storm surge
risks, so must be
factored in

Here, it is worth noting that while the CWR APACCT 20 Index factors in subsidence, local
SLR was not used due to the lack of consistent data for some cities which hampered
benchmarking. Local tidal adjustments were also not made due to the lack of data. All these
should be included in hotspot analysis. For in-depth analysis it is thus important to adjust
for 1) local SLR; 2) new and updated SLR research; 3) subsidence; and 4) tides. We explain
how to do this later in “How to build base & worst-case SLR projections”.

For in-depth analysis,
adjust for
1) local SLR
2) new research
3) subsidence
4) tides

Whether or not governments are using local SLR to plan adaptation is also important. While
our index does factor in government action, we did not assess its effectiveness, also do
look to see if governments are making sensible adaptation strategies – for analysis on this,
please see our sensibility tests vis-à-vis various GDP metrics as well as government &
sector case studies in “Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”.

Also check out our
sensibility tests vis-à-vis
GDP metrics + govt &
sector case studies
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Each temp scenario
comes with a SLR range

To benchmark threats,
we’ve used the median
for our index…

3. Test sensitivities by looking at the extremes, not just the averages/medians. Once you
have decided the base case for the current climate pathway, it is time to decide which
part of the impact range to use because for each temperature scenario, there is a range
of impacts.
Using the CWR APACCT 20 Index as an example – for each temperature scenario, we used
the median to gauge impacts so as to provide the “base case” at each temperature interval
(69% of finance sector experts surveyed agreed with this). Clearly, this “SLR base case” for
each temperature scenario should not be confused with the “climate pathway base case”
of 4°C.
Although the median SLR was used in the CWR APACCT Index, we urge you to also test for
sensitivities by looking at impacts at the extreme. As can be seen from our analysis in the
case of Hong Kong below, the differences between the low/median/high end of the range
can be significant:

% OF POPULATION AND LAND AFFECTED BY LOCKED-IN SLR IN HK
…but impacts materially
differ at low/median/high
end of the range

1.5ºC

7%
6%

8%
7%
6%

10%

4ºC

17%
High

17%
15%
13%

24%
22%

Median

Low

Source: CWR APACCT 20 Index
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Median SLR can be
used for benchmarking

For more on which level of locked-in SLR level to use please refer to the section on “5 Key
challenges” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”; finance sector feedback
on this matter is also covered there. It is worth noting here however, that impacts in the
graphic above is analysed using map granularity of 30m; impacts will be more severe if
higher granularity analysis was performed – see below.

But for no-regret
adaptation planning use
the high-end SLR

Finally, while we used the median to benchmark risks across APAC cities (providing a
conservative best & base case), we recommend using the high-end of the SLR range for
risk assessment and no-regret adaptation planning – more on this later.

High granularity maps
are not always available

4. The correct underlying elevation data is important. Coastal threats are geo-locational
risks so assets must be mapped against the flood risk. The accuracy of elevation data in
the underlying map is thus important. The best and most accurate maps are those that use
top-accuracy airborne laser-based (LIDAR) bare earth elevation data. However, this is only
available for coastal US, much of coastal Australia, and parts of Europe and Asia, as they
are expensive to produce.

But if they are, use them
…impacts double for HK
at 4°C; 3.1mn (5m-grid)
vs. 1.5mn (30m-grid)

In the CWR APACCT 20 Index, we used NASA’s SRTM-30m elevation data to ensure
consistency and comparability in the results. Impacts will differ if higher granularity analysis
was performed. In the case of Hong Kong, the share of people impacted doubles at 4°C
from 1.5 million using the 30m map vs. 3.1 million using the more granular 5m map.11

Selecting the right base
map is key – so pick the
right one!

There is another set of global maps produced by Climate Central called CoastalDEM,
but we did not use these as it overestimates the impact of flooding in high-rise densely
packed cities. This has led multiple countries to challenge the findings – more on these
discrepancies later in the inset “Which maps to use”. That said, SRTM-30m is far from
ideal and the best is to use the local elevation dataset if available as differences in impacts
are significant especially in densely packed cities. To see more impact differences in using
topography maps of 30m vs 5m grid, please refer to “Granularity matters: Deep dives on
HK, Taipei & Tokyo” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”.

Use NASA SRTM-30m
for benchmarking; but
higher resolution maps
for in-depth analyses
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Therefore, our recommendation is to use the SRTM-30m to benchmark various areas as this
continues to be the best available elevation data for global comparison in densely populated
areas. And it’s free. For more in-depth analysis of the risks, higher granularity bare earth
digital elevation data should be used if available.

5. Factor in impacts of storm tides as these bring forward + exacerbate inundation
impacts. Solely analysing the impact of SLR underestimates the risks as multiple cities in
Asia are in the path of typhoons/hurricanes/tropical cyclones such as Hong Kong, Tokyo
and Shanghai. For example, Japan suffered billions of dollars of economic losses in the past
two years due to these. Typhoon Hagibis in 2019 was one of the worst to hit Tokyo, which
caused more than seven million people to evacuate their homes, at least 95 people were
killed and economic losses have been estimated at over US$15bn.84 Hagibis followed only
one month after Typhoon Faxai, which caused insured losses estimated at US$5-9bn.85 In
2018 Japan had already suffered through Typhoon Jebi which caused Kansai airport to take
17 days to fully reopen and caused economic losses estimated at US$12.6bn.86
As typhoons have had devastating consequences and are only expected to get worse,
you should be using scenario analysis to gauge storm tide impacts. Note that running
expensive storm models are not necessary to assess storm tide impacts – we show
you how in “How to build base & worst-case extreme storm tides”. If these scenarios
show dire impacts on assets, then commission storm and storm surge modelling for key
hotspots. For more discussion on this, please see “Storm surge projections – simple
metrics vs. expensive modelling?” in “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”.

Japan, GBA, Shanghai
etc. suffered billions of
dollars of economic
losses due to typhoons

Dire consequences are
expected to get worse
Expensive storm models
are not needed – we
show you how to assess
storm tide impacts next

Don’t forget to look at government adaptation action as they can reduce
risks!
Besides the physical coastal threats, government action to protect vulnerable regions
should also be assessed as it can vastly reduce the risks that companies and investors face
as highlighted. According to the IPCC-SROCC, in the absence of adaptation, more intense
and frequent extreme sea level events will increase expected annual flood damages by 2
to 3 orders of magnitude. Adaptation action can lower this but not everyone will be able
to afford it. The IPCC points out that “well designed coastal protection is very effective in
reducing expected damages and cost efficient for urban and densely populated regions, but
generally unaffordable for rural and poorer areas.”
The CWR APACCT 20 Index therefore factors in government adaptation action. Key proxy
indicators used to benchmark such action are discussed at length in “Government actions
are inconsistent and unique – what proxy indicators to use?” in “Avoiding Atlantis:
The CWR APACCT 20 Index”. In the report, government action has also been carved out
so rankings by physical vulnerability to coastal threats are also available. Rankings change
with/without government action at 1.5°C and at 4°C – such shifts can also help gauge
relative action and readiness of governments in protecting their capitals and key cities
against coastal threats.
But please DO NOT assume that just because the city is rich and generates a lot of GDP
that it will be protected. Our analyses reveal no-sense adaptation strategies – despite high
physical risk scores per our index, high exposure cities are taking relatively less action than
those that are less vulnerable. This has led us to place Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao
on our watchlist – please refer to “Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”. Examples
of government initiatives from building sea walls to improving nature-based solutions like
mangroves, can also be found there – including those from Singapore, Shanghai, Shenzhen,
Guangzhou, Tokyo, Jakarta plus more.
Finally, mitigation and adaptation strategies should be aligned; thus, if a government’s
carbon emissions reduction plan is in line with 3°C-5°C by 2100, so should its adaptation
plan and investments. While evaluating this information for all cities for our index was not
possible at this stage, this cohesive test should still be carried out to gauge exposure clearly governments with mismatched mitigation and adaptation strategies signal more
risk. Case studies on “No sense climate strategies – governments” can be found in
“Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”.

IPCC says good coastal
protection is “very
effective” at reducing
risks…

…so we used proxy
indicators to gauge govt
action in our index
City rankings change
with/without govt action
DO NOT assume that
rich & high GDP cities
will be protected…
…we find no-sense
adaptation strategies –
Japan, Taiwan, HK &
Macao are on watchlist

Mitigation & adaptation
strategies should be
aligned; if not signals
more risk

Source: IPCC-SROCC 2019, CWR Report “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”, 2020; CWR Report
“Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”, 2020
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Unpacking IPCC scenarios – what they include & what
they don’t
Scenarios should be
incorporated risk
management & planning
processes

TCFD encourages scenario building. The Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD) was set up by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) to develop voluntary, consistent
climate-related financial risk disclosures for companies to better inform investors, lenders,
insurers and other stakeholders. TCFD encourages the use of scenario analysis as it is a useful
tool to assess how climate-related risks and opportunities may evolve, allowing organisations to
appropriately incorporate the potential effects of climate change into their planning processes.

RCP scenarios are used
for carbon transition &
physical risk scenarios…

TCFD scenarios have so far been focused on carbon transition risks over physical risk scenarios.
IPCC RCP pathways are used to assess both carbon transition scenarios & physical risk
scenarios so DON’T GET CONFUSED – pick the right one, they lead to divergent outcomes
– please see box below.
A recap of IPCC’s RCP scenarios. The IPCC’s AR5 published in 2014, endorsed by 120+
countries and reviewed by thousands of experts, set out four future paths for GHG called
representative concentration pathways (RCPs). Each leads to a projected temperature rise
globally, from under 2°C in RCP2.6 to over 4°C in RCP8.5. RCP scenarios, their temperature
range and likelihoods are set out in the table below.

…DON’T GET
CONFUSED – pick the
right one, they lead to
different outcomes

Likely global
temperature rise
by 2100

Scenario

Definition

Scientific confidence

RCP2.6

Assumes global annual GHG
emissions peak between 2010-2020
then decline

0.3°C - 1.7°C

Unlikely to exceed 2°C (medium
confidence)

RCP4.5

Assumes global annual GHG
emissions peak in 2040 then decline

1.1°C - 2.6°C

Likely to exceed 1.5°C (high
confidence), and more likely than
not to exceed 2°C (medium
confidence)

RCP6.0

Assumes global annual GHG
emissions peak in 2080 then decline

1.4°C - 3.1°C

Likely to exceed 2°C (high
confidence), but unlikely to exceed
4°C (high confidence)

RCP8.5

Assumes global annual GHG
emissions continue to rise throughout
the 21st century

2.6°C - 4.8°C

About as likely as not to exceed
4°C (medium confidence)

Source: IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report (2014)

CAUTION! Don’t get confused with temperature scenarios for physical risks vs. carbon transition
The same RCP scenario leads to divergent outcomes depending on the type of assessment:
• When assessing chronic physical risks, the higher the temperature path = the higher the costs due to rising physical risk
exposure with rising temperatures; whereas
• When assessing carbon transition risks, the higher the temperature path = the lower the costs as there is less action needed
to transition away from business-as-usual.
So when selecting scenarios, it pays to pick the right one: if you want to see the maximum cost (worst-case) – for physical
risks select 5°C; for carbon transition risks select 1.5°C.
Mismatched climate strategies (heading for 3°C-5°C but planning for 1.5°C-2°C) arise because scenario building for
emissions is prioritised over that for physical impacts. Prioritising carbon leads us to select the temperature scenario based
on carbon emissions which we are striving to achieve and not temperature scenarios we will face. We then make the mistake of
running physical risk assessments at the same temperature scenario of 1.5°C-2°C.
Worse still, we plan resilience based on this. But 1.5°C-2°C is aspirational and only achievable when collective action towards
decarbonisation is happening; which isn’t at the moment. So for resilience planning – DO NOT pick scenarios based on the
warming path you wish we will get to (1.5°C-2°C), but where we are actually heading (3°C-5°C).
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Use realistic scenarios to assess physical risk or risk getting blindsided. As temperature
increases will lead to severe repercussions, governments, finance and corporates should build
scenario plans that are more reflective of reality. We recommend the use of RCP8.5 as the
base case. Some say that this may be too severe as emissions will likely be falling before the
end of the century, especially with China’s recent pledge towards carbon neutrality by 2060.
However, we believe that RCP8.5 should still be the base case …here’s why:

We believe that RCP8.5
is the base case

• RCP2.6 should not be the base case; it should not even be the best-case. It is overly
optimistic - GHG emissions are unlikely to peak by 2020 and we are already at 1.1°C-1.2°C
and in August 2020, the WMO said there is a one in five chance of hitting 1.5°C in the next
5 years. This supports UNEP’s 2018 prediction of reaching 1.5°C by 2030.

RCP2.6 is overly
optimistic

• RCP4.5 & RCP6.0 can be used as the best-case depending on how optimistic you feel.
Even if we adhere to the Paris Agreement, we will only reach at best 3°C if unconditional
& conditional NDCs are met. Additional carbon neutrality pledges including China’s could
bring this to around 2.5°C. However, so far, none of the major emitters have committed to
peak emissions by 2040 – the US has pulled out while China’s 2060 pledge carries the most
weight with the ability to lower warming by around 0.2°C-0.3°C. So we think best-case is
more likely RCP6.0 than RCP4.5, but then again since we should strive to stay below 2°C,
RCP4.5 has a role as the “ideal” target case.

Depending on if you
think we will meet Paris
+ carbon neutrality
pledges, best-case is
likely RCP6.0

• Our 2020 survey of finance professionals11 revealed that the majority of them viewed
3°C-4°C as the “base case (highest probability) for global warming by 2100”. While
2°C-3°C and 3°C-4°C received the same “very likely” & “likely” votes at 69%, 3°C-4°C
received the least “very unlikely” & “unlikely” votes, making RCP8.5 the front-runner as the
base case.

Our survey of experts:
3°C-4°C = base case

• New 2020 research has also shown that RCP8.5 tracks our current emissions: “Not
only are the emissions consistent with RCP8.5 in close agreement with historical total
cumulative CO2 emissions (within 1%), but RCP8.5 is also the best match out to mid-century
under current and stated policies with still highly plausible levels of CO2 emissions in
2100”.87 This lends more credence to using RCP8.5 as the new base case.

New research says
RCP8.5 is “best match”
for current emissions

• Decade of COVID-19 required to stay within 1.5°C. Don’t let COVID-19 distract you. Yes,
it did lower emissions but in the grand scheme of things, we will need a decade of COVID if
we are to push out reaching 1.5°C to 2100 instead 2030. In April this year (well in the midst
of lockdowns around the world) record global CO2 concentrations were record at 416 parts
per million, the highest since measurements began in in 1958.7

Despite COVID-19
lockdowns we reached
record high CO2 in May

Yet most stakeholders are predominantly using scenarios of 1.5°C-2°C to assess physical risks.
This makes no sense – heading toward a path of 3°C-5°C but assessing risks for 1.5°C-2°C is
surely planning to fail? Be prudent and realistic – the new base case for physical risk assessment
should be 3°C-4°C. All scenarios for impact assessment should be thus adjusted accordingly
as per the table below. Do note that RCP scenarios may change in the future, in that case,
use temperature ranges to decide scenarios.
Adjusted scenarios for warming & commitments so far …
Scenarios Before

Current Warming Paths

Scenarios Now

Best-case – RCP 2.6
<1.5°C path

New best-case
2°C path

New ideal case – RCP 4.5
New best-case – RCP 6.0

Base case – RCP 4.5
1.5°C-2°C path

New base case
3°C-4°C path

New base case – RCP 8.5
<4°C path

Worst-case – RCP 8.5
<4°C path

New worst-case
5°C path

New worst-case –???

Be prudent & realistic –
pick the right best &
base case scenarios!

Source: CWR, UNEP Emissions Gap Report (2018), IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report (2014)

But if RCP8.5 is the new base case, what is the worst-case? We cannot properly assess
risks without a worst-case scenario. Here, with regards to SLR impacts, IPCC SLR estimates
have been conservative across all RCP scenarios. As discussed in Section 2, SLR estimates by
various experts can differ significantly from the IPCC for RCP8.5. Therefore, worst-case SLR
can be derived from the latest research in the field – we show you how to adjust these for use
as base case and worst-case SLR and storm tide scenarios next.

For worst-case SLR &
storm tide scenarios –
build your own; we
show you how next
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How to build base & worst-case SLR projections
IPCC has a conservative bias & may not provide the full risk picture. IPCC projections are used to build scenarios to assess risk but

IPCC SLR projections may not provide the full picture. IPCC range estimates typically reflect a 66% confidence level or a “likely” range.

The “very likely” ranges (90% confidence interval) tend to be wider so as to garner more consensus than “likely” ranges. This means that
a large chunk of estimates are “hidden” from the public. This ‘hidden chunk’ can be significant and is discussed in detail in Point #6 of
Section 2’s “8 things you must know about SLR”.

SLR expert consensus signals higher SLR than latest IPCC high-end estimate. Horton et al. who conducted the H20 Expert Survey
also noted “IPCC reports tend to provide intentionally cautious and conservatives estimates of GMSL rise, rather than focusing on high-

end, physically plausible sea-level rise risk.” According to the H20 Expert Survey, there is a 33% probability that GMSL will exceed IPCCSROCC’s RCP8.5 high-end estimate of 1.1m by 2100.

Just using IPCC SLR estimates can thus impede risk management. As Bamber et al. who led the Structured Expert Judgement (SEJ

2019) on ice sheets succinctly warned: “limiting attention to the likely range, as was the case in the IPPCC AR5 may be misleading and
will lead to a poor evaluation of the true risks. We find it plausible that SLR could exceed 2m by 2100 for our high-temperature scenario,
roughly equivalent to business as usual.” The high-end of Bamber et al’s “very likely” range was 2.38m while the top end was 3.29m.50

Which part of the SLR range to use - “likely”, “very likely” or “top end”? Deciding on which part of the SLR range to use, depends
on the scenario. Expanding on the ranges of various SLR experts discussed earlier in Section 2, the chart below now shows the “likely”,
“very likely” as well as the “top end” SLR estimates under RCP8.5:
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Different sets of SLR estimates for 2100 under RCP8.5 (full range)
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Highest SLR available in the paper

Source: CWR, IPCC AR5 Synthesis Report (2014); IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere (SROCC) (2019); Horton et al. (2020)
"Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert survey", npj Climate and Atmospheric
Science; Kopp et al. (2017) "Evolving Understanding of Antarctic Ice-Sheet Physics and Ambiguity in Probabilistic Sea-Level Projections."
Earth's Future; Bamber et al. (2019) “Ice sheet contributions to future sea-level rise from structured expert judgement”, PNAS
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

• For SLR base case scenario building, given the spate of grim research observations from our poles, we suggest using the
high-end of the “very likely” consensus SLR from the H20 Expert Survey of 1.65m.

• For SLR worst-case scenario building & adaptation planning purposes, it is better to be prudent, so we suggest considering

both the high-end of the “very likely” range and the top end of the SLR range of the ice-sheet experts. From the above chart,
this would be SLR of 2.38m-3.29m. For adaptation, it is best to err on the top end of this range, whereas for worst-case risk
assessment, you could take the mid-point. Note that:

• The high-end of the range of Singapore’s ‘Potential high-end but plausible’ scenario (H++) is 2m of SLR; double that of the
IPCC-SROCC’s high of 1.1m. Singapore is raising critical infrastructure by 5m: 2m of SLR + 2m of tidal changes + 1m of
buffer in case. In short, they are planning for an inundation of 3m (more on this later);

• Our 1.5°C CWR APACCT 20 Index used a locked-in 2.9m to benchmark risks so you could also use our index to assess
worst-case scenario risks by 2100 – for more on how please see “Avoiding Atlantis: The CWR APACCT 20 Index”.
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Building in-depth local SLR impact scenario for hotspot analysis. As discussed earlier in this section, for indepth analysis it
is thus important to adjust for 1) local SLR; 2) updated SLR research; 3) subsidence; and 4) tides. Here we use the case of Hong
Kong to illustrate such adjustments:
1. Adjust for local SLR using IPCC-SROCC’s high-end RCP8.5 estimate as the base. The IPCC-SROCC’s high-end SLR
is 1.1m but according to the Hong Kong Observatory, Hong Kong’s local SLR estimate under RCP8.5 is 1.08m.
2. Adjust for updated SLR research to factor in consensus very likely SLR + MICI impacts. For base case SLR, this
would be an adjustment based on H20 Expert Survey’s SLR of 1.65m. This adds 0.54m, bringing SLR to 1.62m.
3. Adjust for local land subsidence. Hong Kong’s latest land subsidence estimate by 2100 is 0.20m. Added this to bring SLR
to 1.82m. Base case SLR is thus 1.82m
4. Adjust for local tides. To assess actual impacts, we must adjust for tides. Astronomical high tide in Hong Kong is 2.5m. This
should be added to SLR to gauge impacts. So under the current climate path, Hong Kong will be affected by a SLR of 4.32m
during astronomical high tide by 2100. No wonder Singapore is raising critical infrastructure by 5m and taking measures to
protect vulnerable areas!

BUILDING IN-DEPTH LOCAL SLR BASE CASE IN HONG KONG IN 2100
Adjust for astronomical
high tide

4.32m
Adjust for
land subsidence

Adjust for updated
research + MICI
Adjust for local SLR
Adjust for
local SLR
-0.02m

Use IPCCSROCC as
the base
+1.1m

+2.5m

1.82m

1.62m

+0.20m

+0.54m*

1.08m
(HK SLR)

Use IPCC-SROCC as the base
+ adjust for local SLR

Adjust for local
land subsidence

Adjust for updated
SLR consensus + MICI

Adjust for
high tide

Note: All SLR estimates are based on RCP8.5 scenario. * SLR is adjusted based on the high-end estimate of the RCP8.5 in the study of Horton et al. (2020)
Source: CWR, HKO, IPCC Special Report on Ocean and Cryosphere (SROCC) (2019), Horton et al. (2020) "Estimating global mean sea-level rise and its
uncertainties by 2100 and 2300 from an expert survey", npj Climate and Atmospheric Science.
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

For worst-case SLR scenario, use 2.9m to factor up in step 2 instead of H20 Expert Survey’s SLR of 1.65m. This will give
worst-case SLR (including subsidence) of 3.05m with maximum impact after factoring high tides of 5.55m.
Apply SLR to the highest granularity maps to assess impacts. In Hong Kong, these are the 5m-grid DTM maps released by
the Lands Department of Hong Kong. Applying these reveal the following results which are clearly worrying. Note – storm surge
has yet to be factored in. We cover how to assess this next.

LOCAL BASE & WORST CASE SLR SCENARIOS IN HONG KONG IN 2100
Worst-case SLR scenario 2100: 5.55m

Base case SLR scenario 2100: 4.32m

Tsim Sha Tsui
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VICTORIA

Sheung Wan

VICTORIA

HARBOUR

Causeway Bay
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Sheung Wan

Wan Chai

HARBOUR

Causeway Bay
Central

Wan Chai

Source: CWR based on HKDTM (5m-grid) from the Lands Department of Hong Kong, ESRI
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Base & worst-case SLR integrity checks
Base & worst-case SLR integrity checks. Is a SLR of 1.82m (base case) and 3.05m (worst-case) for 2100 too high? We don’t
think so as it is comparable to Singapore’s own projections as explained in the box below. We also sat down with SLR expert Dr.
Nicole Khan, currently with the University of Hong Kong to get her views on future SLR; Dr. Khan co-authored the H20 Expert
Survey with Dr. Horton – our interview with her is also set out on the next page. Clearly choosing the wrong set of SLR projections
could under-estimate impacts – so don’t pick the wrong one – when in doubt, go for no-regret SLR levels.

Singapore’s SLR projections
Below are excerpts taken from The Singapore 2nd National Climate Change Study – Phase 1 by The Meteorological Service
Singapore (MSS). Note that despite being published in 2015, before DP16, the MSS has taken a conservative approach to
estimating SLR. The high-end of their H++ scenario is multi-metre by 2100 and as high as 4m by 2200.
Separately, do note that in 2019, during his National Day Address, Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong noted that a buffer of 1m
was added in case. This brings their SLR adaptation to 3m which is in line with our worst-case scenario.
Recent IPCC assessments (Bindoff et al., 2007; Church et al., 2013) of physical climate change have tended to focus their
projection information on the likely range of future global and regional changes, although within the text of the reports there is
information on potentially larger changes – the so called “tail risks”. For the coastal planning community there is a growing
appetite to include not only the likely range of future sea level rise in decision-making but also to examine plausible
high-end climate change scenarios. These are typically used to look for no-regret adaptation options, or as a guide to
which adaptation options might be needed in the future if sea level rise increases faster than the likely projection range.
The illustrative ranges for Singapore SLR based on the different methods used including the potential high-end but plausible
scenarios for the Singapore region (H++) is shown in the table below.

2100

2200

2300

RCP4.5 IPCC AR5 Method
(chapter 8)

0.29 - 0.73 m

-

-

RCP8.5 IPCC AR5 Method
(chapter 8)

0.46 - 1.02 m

-

-

RCP4.5 “low sensitivity”
(chapter 10)

0.19 - 0.65 m

0.30 - 1.42 m

0.36 - 2.10 m

RCP8.5 “high sensitivity”
(chapter 10)

0.47 - 1.29 m

0.88 - 3.57 m

0.94 - 5.48 m

Hi-end “H++” scenario

1.0 - 2.0 m

2.0 - 4.0 m

3.0 - 6.0 m

Don’t forget about impacts beyond 2100! So far, we have only talked about building scenarios for SLR by 2100 as this timeline
is typically used to assess valuations/scenarios. However, we must also look beyond 2100 as temperatures we reach today and
before 2100 will lock-in higher levels of SLR. There is no “undo” for these locked-in levels (unless we have another Little Ice Age).
To assess risks beyond 2100 you can use the ranges displayed in Point #6 - “8 things you must know about SLR” in Section 2.
Because these are locked-in today, they should also be accounted for in tail risk adjustments. As discussed in Section 3,
chronic tail risks from the 2100 timeline have yet to be factored into financial valuations despite significant downside impacts
across APAC; let alone impacts beyond 2100. Since the non-inclusion of these will lead to mispriced valuations and thus the
wrong investment decisions, asset allocations and so on, we urge you to factor in both the impacts of 2100 and beyond 2100 tail
risks. This will allow you to gauge impacts and set different weightings for the two time periods. The weighted adjustment can
then be applied to asset valuations/ terminal values/ discount rates and so on to reflect the permanent overhang of chronic SLR.
Start with our index but if you get stuck, you can always contact us!
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ASK AN EXPERT: Dr. Nicole Khan on future SLR & biggest worries
Dr. Nicole Khan (DNK) is an Assistant Professor at the University of Hong Kong. Her current research interests fall into, but are not
limited to, the following three broad areas of investigation: (1) local to global drivers of relative sea-level change to improve future
projections; (2) the impact of extreme events (storms, floods, tsunamis) on coastal systems and evolution, and (3) quantifying
processes of coastal change. She is a co-author of H20 Expert Survey and our interview with her on key findings from the survey
can be found on our website. Below are excerpts from our conversation with her, they do reinforce our overview in Section 2.
CWR: It seems to be common practice to use the median value of the projected SLR to assess the risk at each climate scenario.
Do you think it is too conservative, or should we be using the full range or the higher end of SLR projections since we have always
underestimated the risk?
DNK: Approaches focused on median values omit information about high-end outcomes that are critical for risk management.
Central ranges or probabilistic projections provide the likelihood of a range of possible future sea-level rise projections occurring.
For example, in our study, experts projected it is likely (i.e. there is a greater than 66% probability) that global mean sea level
will be between 0.6 and 1.3 meters in 2100 under a high-emissions scenario, whereas it is very likely (i.e., there is a greater than
90% probability) that global mean sea level will be between 0.5 and 1.7 meters for the same time range and emissions scenario.
Or put another way, there’s a 1 in 10 chance that global sea level will be higher than 1.3 meters and a 5 in 100 chance it will
be higher than 1.7 meters. Using this approach for future sea-level rise is useful for decision frameworks such as cost-benefit
analyses that employ probability distributions of future change as an input to derive metrics of the economic or social cost of
greenhouse gas emissions.
CWR: There are still a lot of uncertainties when projecting GMSL and scientists agree that they are difficult to assess. However,
recently we have seen multiple news reports about everything from warming seas, accelerating melting glaciers in Greenland
and Antarctica to permafrost thawing in Russia. Can you walk us through how these could potentially impact SLR? What is your
biggest worry?
DNK: There’s a lot to unpack in this question. Let’s take it one process at a time…When oceans heat up, they expand. The
contribution of this process to GMSL given a certain warming scenario is fairly well known, and it contributes between 0.2-0.6
meters of rise per °C of warming. For example, if temperatures rise by 1°C, this effect will be small causing GMSL to rise 0.2-0.6
meters, but if temperatures rise by 4°C, this effect is much larger and contributes 0.8-2.4 meters to GMSL.
A more worrying related process here is the impact that permafrost thawing in Russia may have. Permafrost across the Arctic is
beginning to irreversibly thaw and release carbon dioxide and methane, a greenhouse gas that is around 30 times more potent
than carbon dioxide and has long-lasting effects. If methane emissions were to cease, 75% of the methane-induced thermal
expansion persists for 100 years, and approximately 40% persists for 500 years. With the Arctic warming at least twice as quickly
as the global average, the boreal forest in the subarctic is increasingly vulnerable.
The response of ice sheets to warming is the largest uncertainty in how GMSL will rise with future warming. Part of this uncertainty
is due to the non-linear behaviour of ice sheets as they disintegrate and the complexity of interactions among ice sheet forcings
(e.g., atmospheric temperature and precipitation, ocean temperatures, and even sea level itself).
Put more simply, ice sheets can reach certain thresholds or tipping points that result in dramatic and irreversible changes. Certain
sectors of the Antarctic ice sheet may have already passed a tipping point. The Amundsen Sea embayment of West Antarctica is
retreating irreversibly, and modelling suggests that when this sector collapses, it could destabilize the rest of the West Antarctic
ice sheet, leading to about 3 meters of GMSL rise over centuries to millennia. The Wilkes Basin, part of the East Antarctic
ice sheet, might be similarly unstable, which could add another 3 to 4 meters to GMSL on timescales beyond a century. The
Greenland ice sheet, which holds enough ice to raise GMSL by ~7 meters, could disappear within a millennium if we continue on
a ‘business as usual’ high-emissions trajectory.
Some studies have assessed the long-term sea-level response to a given emission future, which is sometimes called a “sealevel commitment.” One such study used physical models of ocean warming, glaciers, ice caps, and ice-sheet contributions to
assess the sea-level change arising from two millennia of exposure to a constant temperature. Over two millennia, they project
a commitment of 1.4–5.2 meters from 1°C of warming, 3.0–7.7 meters from 2°C of warming, and 6.0–12.1 meters from 4°C
of warming. Another study estimates that historical carbon emissions have already locked in 1.2–2.2 m of sea-level rise, and
phasing emissions down to zero over the course of the next ~90 years will lock-in another ~9 m.
To access full CWR interviews with Dr. Khan:
Future SLR Projections & Biggest Worries. http://www.chinawaterrisk.org/interviews/future-slr-projections-biggest-worries
Sea Level Rise – What The Science Tells Us https://www.chinawaterrisk.org/interviews/sea-level-rise-what-the-science-tells-us/
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How to build base & worst-case extreme storm tides
Storms are rising, as are storm surges but storm modelling has yet to catch up. As discussed in Section 2, storm intensity and
frequency are clearly rising. Yet, storm forecasts are modelled on historical storms which no longer point to the future. As warned by
BlackRock, “New climate patterns mean long-dated historical data are a poor guide to the future. Investors using models overly reliant on
the past are missing the big picture”.88
Not all storms bring big storm surges; but those that do, bring highly disruptive & costly extreme storm tides. The magnitude
of accompanying storm surges is expected to increase by 5%-15% by 210053; this coupled with rising seas compounds the risk and
compels assessment. But the magnitude of storm surges is dependent on the angle of the storm, and then there is the time of arrival of the
storm – at high tide or low tide. Arriving at high tide will bring higher storm tides than arriving at low tide. So, when projecting the impacts
of a storm surge, it is the storm tide that must be estimated. This is easier said than done.
Expensive modelling is not necessary to estimate storm tide impacts. Costly modelling of “hard to predict accurately” magnitude and
frequency of storms plus the exact levels of storm tide means that models must accurately predict the exact angle and time of arrival as
well; this is near impossible at the moment.
But we can still assess impacts of extreme storm tides by estimating extreme storm tide levels and then apply it to the city/region
to see impacts. As shown in the graphic, the storm tide can be estimated by adding the astronomical tide at the time of the storm, sea
level rise projections as well as the storm surge estimate of the storm to chart datum. Here, the chart datum is the base water level to
which tide heights are referenced.

WHAT IS STORM TIDE?
Storm surge

STORM TIDE
MAGNITUDE

Sea level rise

Astronomical tide
Chart Datum
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

SLR will turn acute storm surge risks into chronic risks. Currently, storm surges are considered acute risks as they are event-driven
but this will change going forward. Not only will destructive storm surges start occurring more often, even small storms will cause serious
storm surges if seas have risen significantly. In time acute storm surge risks will turn into chronic risks. Given this, for the CWR APACCT
20 Index, we assessed storm surge risks through indicators rather than modelling and recommend the mapping of storm tide impacts for
vulnerable cities/hotspots.
CWR together with CLSA assessed the impact of future storm surges in the Greater Bay Area (GBA) in a 2019 report published by
CLSA U® titled “Thirsty And Underwater: Rising Risks In Greater Bay Area”. The report warns of extreme storm tides that will hit the
GBA’s key sectors by as early as 2030 – 4/7 airports, 43/50 ports, & half of Macao’s casinos are at risk. These could curtail the region’s
plans to be a major finance, trade and entertainment hub. Government action can help alleviate these risks, but in the GBA actions are
not yet cohesive, comprehensive or efficient cautioned the report; Hong Kong & Macao adaptation lags those of mainland GBA cities. The
CWR APACTT 20 Index echoes these findings.
Seeing is believing – mapping impacts does help plan path forward. Since the CLSA-CWR report, Hong Kong listco’s & key
infrastructure hubs assessed in the report have taken notice – some are revisiting their resilience plans for storm tides. Visualising the
impacts and assessing government adaptation action does help various stakeholders to plan – should they invest further or divest from
vulnerable regions now as they will only be increasingly vulnerable if no adaptation action is taken. Indeed, governments are also using
this approach for disaster planning – see Tokyo’s simulation of a typhoon which will cause 5.58m storm tides in Section 2. In the following
page, we show you how to calculate storm tides to use for base & worst-case scenarios.
Do note that our estimates of storm tides differ from those used in the CLSA-CWR report. At the time of publication of that report,
neither the IPCC-SROCC nor the H20 Expert Survey was published; so we erred on the side of caution and added 1m of SLR from
Antarctica melt to our SLR numbers; also the HKO had not yet updated their subsidence numbers.
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Building in-depth local storm tide impact scenario for hotspot analysis. Because the eventual storm tide includes SLR, determining
extreme storm tide is set in 3 parts. We will again use Hong Kong as an example:
Part 1: Determine extreme storm tide today. This part is fairly straightforward, and you should be able to get the data from
local authorities…
1. Select the largest typhoon & isolate the storm surge for the area you would like to assess. For Hong Kong this was
Typhoon Mangkhut in 2018. As can be seen from the chart below, impacts across Hong Kong were felt at varying levels
depending on both the storm surge and tide levels. Here, we will assess impacts in Victoria Harbour where much of Hong
Kong’s lucrative harbour front real estate, as well as its central business district lie. We will thus select the storm surge of
2.35m which with accompanying tides led to a storm tide of 3.88m.
2. Adjust for astronomical high tide. As per the chart below, tides differ by location. But we can use astronomical high tide
to gauge max impact. In Hong Kong, this is 2.50m. Adding this to the storm surge of 2.35m gives storm tides of 4.85m in
Victoria Harbour.
3. Adjust for maximum hit. If Mangkhut hit at a slightly different angle, the storm surge would have been 0.8m higher. So,
Hong Kong was lucky as the storm tide could have been 5.65m. This would have flooded central all the way up to HSBC
as shown in the maps in Section 2. Because this can already happen today, it seems prudent to classify 5.65m as the base
case extreme storm tide.
Storm surge records during the passage of Mangkhut in 2018
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Source: CWR, HKO w ebsite, CARe 2018 Hong Kong Conf erence “Summary Report and Policy Recommendation”, December 2018

Part 2: Determine extreme storm tide in the future. This is where things get more complicated…
1. Determine extreme storm tide without SLR. Already storm surge during Mangkhut at Tai Po Kau was 3.4m in 2018. If we
were unlucky and Mangkhut was a direct hit at astronomical high tide, storm tides there could have been 7.6m+. Mangkhut
was a 1/50-100 year storm and according to IPCC-SROCC extreme sea level events from 1/100 year storms will likely
happen annually by 2050 for low-lying megacities and by 2100 in most locations across all RCP scenarios.89,18 As storm
surges are rising, by 2100 actual 1/100 year storm tides could be as high as 9m – the HK government highlights areas
vulnerable to storm tides below 5m and 10m above sea levels.90
2. Determining SLR & storm tide combination scenarios. You could assume that storm tide impacts stay the same at 5.65m
or add to the storm surge as storms are expected to increase in intensity in the future. Then there is the question of SLR – do
you apply the base or worst-case SLR? As discussed previously, base & worst-case SLR in 2100 is estimated to be 1.82m
and 3.05m respectively. There are thus four outcomes when combined with base case and worst-case storm surge:
2100 SLR & storm tide combination scenarios for Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbour
Base case SLR + Base case storm tide
7.47m
(CWR New Base Case)

Base case SLR + Worst-case storm tide
9.47m

Worst-case SLR + Base case storm tide
8.70m

Worst-case SLR + Worst-case storm tide
10.70m
(CWR New Worst-Case)

If you are determining impacts at an earlier date, apply SLR estimates for that date.
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To assess impacts, apply the above combinations of SLR & storm tides to the highest granularity maps – Hong Kong’s 5m-grid
DTM maps released by the Lands Department of Hong Kong. The results are shown in the four maps below – affected areas may look
similar but flooding levels differ drastically. Standing at AIA, Hong Kong Club, HSBC, Mandarin Oriental or Standard Chartered buildings,
you will be hit by 2.47m to 5.69m waves.

SLR & STORM TIDE COMBINATION SCENARIOS
AVERAGE HIEIGHT=1.6m

CWR New Base Case for 2100: 7.47m
VICTORIA

Sheung Wan

HARBOUR

Wan Chai

2.47m

AIA
Hong Kong Club
HSBC
Mandarin Oriental
Standard Chartered

Central

Causeway Bay

Shau Kei Wan

CWR Worst-case SLR + Base case storm tide for 2100: 8.70m
VICTORIA

Sheung Wan

3.69m

HARBOUR

Wan Chai

AIA
Hong Kong Club
HSBC
Mandarin Oriental
Standard Chartered

Central

Causeway Bay

Shau Kei Wan

CWR Base case SLR + Worst-case storm tide for 2100: 9.47m
VICTORIA

Sheung Wan

4.47m

HARBOUR

Wan Chai

AIA
Hong Kong Club
HSBC
Mandarin Oriental
Standard Chartered

Central

Causeway Bay

Shau Kei Wan

CWR New Worst-Case for 2100: 10.70m

5.69m

VICTORIA

Sheung Wan

HARBOUR

Wan Chai

AIA
Hong Kong Club
HSBC
Mandarin Oriental
Standard Chartered

Central

Causeway Bay

Shau Kei Wan

Source: CWR based on HKDTM (5m-grid) from the Lands Department of Hong Kong, ESRI
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved

Couple of points to note:
• If worst-case extreme storm surge is happening every year by 2100, such risks will no longer be considered acute but chronic.
Hong Kong will have to protect itself against storm tides of 9.47m to 10.70m by the end of this century; not just 4.32m
(base case) to 5.55m (worst-case) of SLR + tides.
• These levels are higher than the locked-in SLR impact of 8.9m assessed in the 4°C CWR APACCT Index. However, when
comparing the maps above to the ones in the “CWR APACCT 20 Index City Factsheets” – remember that the above maps
are at 5m granularity vs. 30m for the index.
• The extreme storm tides used in CLSA-CWR’s 2019 report (based on older data) were 7.81m for 2100.
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Which maps to use
When mapping floods, elevation data is important to ensure the impact of a flood is not over or under-estimated. The best and most
accurate maps are those that use top-accuracy airborne laser-based (LIDAR) elevation data. However, this is only available for coastal
US, much of coastal Australia, and parts of Europe and Asia, as they are expensive to produce.
Globally the 30m-grid SRTM by NASA’s Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM-30m) is the widely used elevation data. However,
SRTM-30m’s surface elevation data could include the tops of buildings and trees, which will under-estimate the flood risk especially
in areas with dense and tall buildings and vegetation. Climate Central, a US based NGO, recently developed new elevation data called
CoastalDEM to attempt to rectify these errors in inundation maps. It published a research paper highlighting the impact of SLR on coastal
areas by 2050 using this new data and the results are catastrophic. Even with moderate levels of global warming, SLR could permanently
flood areas that are home to 150 million people by 2050; rising to 200 million by 2100. 91
However, we believe errors persist and they may be worse in cities. And it isn’t just us, the HKO92, National Hydraulic Research Institute of
Malaysia93 and Climate Change Research Institute of Vietnam’s Can Tho University94, all believe the CoastalDEM maps overestimated the
risks of coastal flooding and thus should be handled cautiously. Even Climate Central recognises that its CoastalDEM map has errors in
high density and high-rise areas: “CoastalDEM may still experience difficulty in dense cities, where exceptionally tall buildings in even the
lowest-lying areas can cause SRTM elevations erroneously above 20 m. Since CoastalDEM is defined only where SRTM elevation is lower
than or equal to 20 m, such areas are disregarded in this analysis, leading to some underestimation of exposure”.91
How do we know? CoastalDEM overestimates the impact on Hong Kong. Below are four inundation maps with potential SLR by
2050 of 2.9m in Hong Kong. The maps were created using the 5m-grid Digital Terrain Model released by the Lands Department of Hong
Kong (HK DTM); SRTM-30m and two from CoastalDEM with a 30m- and 90m-grid. HKDTM is produced locally and is the most accurate.
The results are very different, from hardly any impact in the local HK DTM map to moderate impact in the SRTM-30m to severe impacts
in both CoastalDEM maps. Therefore, for Hong Kong we believe that CoastalDEM materially overestimates the impact of SLR by 2050.
And the impact from Typhoon Mangkhut in September 2018 gives us further confidence. Only a few low-lying coastal areas were affected
by storm tides measuring 3.88m at Victoria Harbour. Since the projected SLR by 2050 in the worst-case is only 2.91m, we know that the
CoastalDEM map is an overestimation as it looks much worse. Check out our article “HK Submerged? Is This Map For Real?” for more
detail on this.

WHICH MAP TO USE? THE VARYING RESULTS OF 2.91M SLR BY 2050
HK DTM Map (5m)

Climate Central’s Projection (CoastalDEM 30m)

NASA SRTM Map (30m)

Climate Central CoastalDEM (90m)

Source: CWR article. HK Submerged? Is This Map For Real? By Debra Tan, Chien Tat Low, Dharisha Mirando, 18 Nov 2019
https://www.chinawaterrisk.org/resources/analysis-reviews/hk-submerged-is-this-map-for-real/
Infographic © China Water Risk 2020, all rights reserved
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Evolving science & observations point to higher SLR
SLR is constantly
updated so keep on top
of science…

IPCC SLR levels have been all over the place + still constantly being revised. According to
the IPCC, the worst-case high-end SLR estimate was 1.1m back in 1990 in its first assessment
report.95 Fast forward to 2007, it was revised down to 0.59m, in IPCC-AR496 and then back up
to 0.98m in 2014 in IPCC-AR597; and finally 1.1m in IPCC-SROCC in 2019.18 It will no doubt
be revised again as we better understand the dynamic process of ice-sheet response to our
changing climate.

…revisions likely only
upward regardless of
MICI

MICI, no MICI, SLR revisions are likely only upwards; ancient SLR could hold the key. By
all accounts (latest research & conversations with experts) future SLR revisions will likely be
upwards. While there are uncertainties over whether MICI will happen or not (as we have yet to
observe it in the modern era), new studies have also concluded that major ice loss during the
Pliocene can also be reached without MICI.98;99;100 Perhaps ancient sea levels in previous epochs
hold the key to understanding where we are heading.101 Just remember: SLR of 6m- 9.3m in the
LIG (with temperatures comparable to that of today); and 25m in the mid-Pliocene Warm Period
(similar CO2 concentrations to that of today but 2°C-4°C warmer than preindustrial period).4;18

Remember the last time
it was this hot SLR was
6-9.3m

Better to be safe than
sorry especially when so
much is at stake…
…so use no-regret
scenarios

When in doubt, stick with no-regret scenarios to map risks & plan adaptation. When
millions of lives and billions of dollars are at stake, it pays to err on the side of caution. The
financial sector can use worst-case scenarios to decide future capital allocation and investments
strategies; plus push both corporates and governments to better plan adaptation to protect
assets. Mitigation strategies should also be considered in this context – are they aggressive
enough? As our analyses show, many governments are not paying enough attention to
these rising risks – Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao are on our watchlist; for why see
“Sovereigns at Risk: APAC Capital Threats”. Remember – do not use the same temperature
scenario to assess both carbon transition and physical worst-case as results are divergent (4°C
= low transition cost but high physical losses).

Adjust for tails risks from coastal threats NOW!
Chronic SLR overhang
shortens lifespans of all
exposed assets…

If no action is taken to protect exposed assets, tail risks must be recalibrated in valuations
across the board. You have now been armed with how – it’s time to channel Yoda’s “just do,
there is no try”. Remember a chronic SLR overhang puts a shelf life on all assets impacted
by coastal threats – a leasehold asset never commands the same valuation as a freehold
asset – so adjust away.

…“freehold-to-leasehold”
adjustments
must be made

2°C of warming will trigger ‘irreversible disintegration’ of Antarctica and 2.5m of SLR. There is
still time in the next 9 years to take meaningful action – we can and should aim to stay below
2°C. Carbon neutrality pledges so far will get us to only ~2.5°C; we need to deliver these plus
more. We have a chance to avoid Atlantis and those in the finance sector can play a key role in
pushing through re-ratings, re-valuations and capital re-allocation. It’s time to protect millions –
even bankers can be heroes!

We have 9 years left to
seriously avoid Atlantis

ASK AN EXPERT: Dr. Nicole Khan on future SLR & biggest worries (continued) …
CWR: These numbers sound very scary and surely will have serious consequences for all of us. Currently many governments
are still building resilience on the base case that we only reach 1.5ºC of global warming by 2100 and so use the lower emission
scenario (RCP2.6) to plan their adaptation strategies. Given all the uncertainties you have just mentioned, clearly it is not enough.
Should we be doing more so that we won’t trigger these “instabilities”?
DNK: A recent study came out in August that indicates that current sea-level rise is on track with IPCC high-end projections.
In the same month, another study was published that suggests that the Greenland ice sheet has reached a tipping point in
coastal portions of the ice sheet that likely cannot be reversed. It is becoming increasingly likely that we will see impacts beyond
projections for low-emissions scenarios (i.e., we’ve locked in or committed ourselves to a certain level of sea-level rise), but it’s
important to consider the time span over which these impacts may occur and their severity centuries into the future, both of
which can still be reduced if emissions are cut. Therefore, we need a holistic approach that includes mitigation measures to limit
emissions or sequester GHGs from the atmosphere to reduce the immediate impacts of climate change, and also adaptation to
impacts we’ve already set in place. In view of the extreme flooding that has ravaged China, the uncontrollable wildfires that have
devastated the US and Australia, and tropical cyclones that have devastated western Atlantic coastlines this year, it is clear that
we are already beginning to feel the impacts of a warming climate.
To access full CWR interviews with Dr. Khan:
Future SLR Projections & Biggest Worries. http://www.chinawaterrisk.org/interviews/future-slr-projections-biggest-worries
Sea Level Rise – What The Science Tells Us https://www.chinawaterrisk.org/interviews/sea-level-rise-what-the-science-tells-us/
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CWR Resources to help assess coastal threats
The essential survival guide to waterproofing APAC and avoiding Atlantis.
This report is the executive summary of the entire series of reports and is full of
infographics plus need-to-know facts about the new risk landscape from the latest
climate science on coastal threats to government and central bank adaptation
actions/inactions. It also guides you through 3-steps to waterproof APAC including
next steps and to-do lists for:

Waterproofin g APAC
To Avoi d Atlan tis
Executive Summary & Next Steps

− Central banks and financial regulators;
− Asset owners & asset managers;
− Banks; and
− Governments.

APACCT 20 I n d ex

Av oiding At lan t is

How the CWR APACCT 20 Index was created with input from 100+ finance
professionals on:
− The base case climate scenario;
− Which physical threat factors and proxy indicators to use;
− Weightings of different indicators;
− Main challenges regarding data issues; and
− How to incorporate government action and which type to include.

APACCT 20 I nd e x

B e n c h m a r k i n g c o a s t a l t h r e a t s f o r 2 0 A PA C c i t i e s
with finance sector input

How to use the CWR APACCT 20 Index for the worst-case scenario by shifting
timelines:
− 1.5°C CWR APACCT 20 Index’s locked-in SLR of 2.9m may be reality by 2100; and
− 4°C CWR APACCT 20 Index’s locked-in SLR of 8.9m may be reality by 2200.
This can be of use as deep uncertainties linked to SLR have yet to be included in the
IPCC SLR estimates so far.
Tools that already exist:
− What these tools are missing and how they can be improved to be more useful for
finance;
− Mitigation vs. adaptation governments efforts in the index; and
− How to change terminal value calculations to adjust for coastal threats.

City F acts h eets

At-a-glance coastal threat assessment for 20 APAC cities

AICHI/NAGOYA BANGKOK
AUCKLAND

HO CHI MINH

JAKARTA

GUANGZHOU HONG KONG

MACAO

MANILA

OSAKA

SEOUL

SHENZHEN

SHANGHAI

SINGAPORE

SUZHOU

SYDNEY

A PA C C T 20 I ndex

TAIPEI

TIANJIN

TOKYO

YANGON

20 City factsheets:
− At-a-glance GDP & trade values at risk + rankings;
− Overview of city’s climate threats & govt actions; and
− Maps of locked-in SLR at 1.5°C & 4°C showing impacts on people, land & key
assets.

Find out:
− Why Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao are on our watchlist;
− Capital threats beyond the 20 cities in our index; and
− Why we left out Malaysia; but it is still exposed.
CWR APACCT 20 Index implications for sovereigns:
− GDP, logistics infrastructure, market & banks analysis;
− Relative government adaptation action/inaction for 2 temperature scenarios; and
− Sensibility analysis of government adaptation action/inaction for 20 cities visà-vis
various GDP metrics.
Government case studies for:
− Cities adapting to coastal threats – Singapore, Jakrta, Tokyo, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Shenzhen; and
− No sense climate strategies for governments (Singapore, Hong Kong & Macao) and
for sectors (finance & property).
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Abbreviations
AIGCC
APAC
CBD
CO2
CWR APACCT 20 Index
DCF
DEM
DTM
ERA
FI
GDP
GHG
GIS
GMSL
GSI
GtCO2e
HCMC
HKDTM-5m
HKO
IPCC
IPCC-AR4
IPCC-AR5
IPCC-SROCC
MICI
MISI
MSS
NDC
NGFS
ppm
RCP
SEJ
SLR
SRTM-30m
TCFD
TV
UNEP
WACC
WAIS
WMO
WRI
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Asia Investor Group for Climate Change
Asia Pacific
Central Business District
Carbon Dioxide
CWR APAC 20 Cities Coastal Threat Index
Discounted Cash Flow model
Digital Elevation Data
Digital Terrain Model
Environmental Risk Analysis
Financial Institution
Gross Domestic Product
Greenhouse Gas
Geographic Information System
Global Mean Sea Level
Geospatial Information Authority of Japan
Gigatonnes of equivalent carbon dioxide
Ho Chi Minh City
Hong Kong 5m-grid Digital Terrain Model
Hong Kong Observatory
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
IPCC 4th Assessment Report (2007)
IPCC 5th Assessment Report (2014)
Special Report on the Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate
Marine Ice Cliff Instability
Marine Ice Sheet Instability
Meteorological Service Singapore
Nationally Determined Contributions
The Network of Central Banks and Supervisors for Greening the Financial System
Parts per million
Representative Concentration Pathway
Structured Expert Judgement
Sea Level Rise
30m-grid Shuttle Radar Topography Mission elevation data by NASA
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
Terminal Value
United Nations Environment Programme
Weighted Average Cost of Capital
West Antarctica Ice Sheet
World Meteorological Organization
World Resources Institute
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